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Anthropology and the Wartime Situation of the 1930s and 1940s:

         Masao OKA, "Sfoshitar6 HiRANo, Eiichir6 IsHmA

            and Their Negotiations with the Situation

Akitoshi SHIMIZU

Introduction

In this paper I will present an overview of anthropology in Japan as it was during the

wartime situation of the 1930s and the early 1940s. This is not a simple survey of

anthropology in Japan in those years; I will survey the practices of Japanese anthropologists

in those years primarily from the point of vjew of their negotiatjons with the social situation

in which they lived their life. The social situation in Japan in those years was in its totality

integrated into the war efforts of Japan's autocratic regime, so that the situation can be

characterised as a wartime situation. To rephrase the objective of this paper; it will survey

anthropological practices conducted by Japanese scholars in the 1930s and the early I940s in

their negotiation with the wartime situation.

   The first task fbr this objective is to make clear what the wartime situation in the 1930s

and 1940s was, and particularly what it was fbr anthropology. The war that Japan fbught in

those years was a total war, fbr the sake ofwhich the Japanese central authority transfbrmed

itself into a totalitarian autocracy, which in turn mobilised almost all aspects of social life in

Japan and its colonies into the empire's total war. The wartime situation that was meaningfu1

for anthropology was only a part of this system of total mobilisation. In order to clarify what

the wartime situation for anthropology was, it is necessary to obtain an overall idea of the

regime's system fbr total mobilisation. Since it is not a specifically anthropological task, I

will summarise what historians have presented on the history of Japan in the years between

the two world wars.

   Once an overall understanding of the system of total mobilisation is obtained,,it is

possible to specify what the wartime situation was for anthropology. Anthropologists either

positively or passively responded to the wartime situation. External agents, including

scholars of other disciplines in social science, also made approaches to anthropology and

tried to mobilise anthropologists into their projects. Both anthropologists and scholars of

other disciplines proposed innovatjon and re-definjtion of anthropology. Those scholars who

.were mobilised in one way or another into the wartime situation could not remain innocent

scientists at all, but they more or less survived the wartime situation politically. It was also

the case with their efforts of survival in the post-war years when the standard of ethical

values was almost entirely reversed from that ofthe wartime years.

   The wartime situation which the present paper addresses was, in an overall view, really
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excessive in the virtual coercion of co-operation and in the brutal suppression of criticisms

and resistances. The two factors ofthe situation were so sharply contrasted that, during the

tightest years of the war, it did not appear simple to find whether people were either

vehement supporters of the regime's war efforts or passive resistants. The topic of the

present paper does connote much on the ethical issues of anthropology and anthropologists,

but the excessive nature of the wanime situation makes it entirely difficult to consider on

those ethical issues. I will conclude this paper with an attempt of some discussions on these

difficult issues.

I. Mobilisation for the state's war

har and wartime situation

After the war with Russia (1904-5), Japan stationed an army troop, known as the Kant6.-gun

(ma]IEeq) or the Guandong Army, in Manchuria, The objective was to protect Japan's colonial

rights and interests that were primarily managed by Mantetsu (matw, uttwthlemmaISkiiSitgifi±) or

the South Manchurian Railway Company. But, after World War I, the Guandong Army

began to intervene in the civil war in China, expanded its imperial desire to rule whole

Manchuria and finally initiated Japan's war with China. In this history, it is more or less

anificial to distinguish wartime from peacefu1 periods. According to a commonly accepted

view, Japan entered into wartime when the Guandong Army occupied Manchuria in 1931.

Since then until 1945, Japan fbught a war with China, a war that is often called the Fifteen-

Year War. If we accept this view, the fifteen years in the 1930 and 1940s shall be demarcated

as wartlme.

   To look at anthropology, that wartime was a period of special gravity fbr the

development of anthropology in Japan. As a modern academic discipline more or less

pursued by specialists, anthropology in Japan had already had a history going back to the

1880s, when an association of anthropologists was created and a small institute of

anthropology was added to the Imperial University of Tokyo (SHiMizu 1999). Befbre those

years, investigations of anthropological interests had been conducted in Holckaido, Sakhalin

and the Kuri1 Islands since the early nineteenth century (see SAsAKi's essay in this volume).

In this historical perspective, the 1930s is distinguished as one ofthe most important turning

points. In 1935, almost three hundred academic people, both professional and non-

professional, who shared interests in `ethnology' established their own association, the

Japanese Society of Ethnology, which has since been the largest integrative organisation fbr

socio-cultural' anthropology in Japan.

   Although it was named in terms of `ethnology' (minzokugaku, Kuet}Er), the idea of

`ethnology' still remained vague and far from being distinctively defined. The .lapanese

journal of ethnology (,IJE), the society's official journal, pul)lished articles on the topics of

fblklore, geography and history as well as ethnology. This was particularly the case in early

decades in the journal's history (see SEKiMoTo in this volume). In contrast to this external

relation with neighbouring disciplines, the society demarcated a rather exclusive border in its

internal relation to anthropology in general. Although the Society made no official statement

about the definition of `ethnology,' the people who joined the Society were mostly
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specialists of social science and humanities. No article of physical anthropological interest

was published in the journal. In this sense, the `ethnology' may rightly be considered a

counterpart of socio-cultural anthropology. Thus, the creation of the Japanese Society of

Ethnology was doubly meaningfu1, in the external and internal contexts of socio-cultural

anthropology in Japan.

   Although it is too mechanical a view, the temporal coincidence with wartime may

support a view that ethnoiogy was separated as an independent discipline from the more

general anthropology in Japan in a wartime historical context. However, even if a country's

army begins military invasion to a fbreign land, like Japan's Guandong Army did in

Manchuria in 1931, it does not automatically mean that the country and the society in it

altogether enter into a state of war. In order to observe how anthropologists commit

themselves to, or get involved in, a war, it is necessary to perceive the war in a broader

perspective. In this sense, the wartime situation, rather than the war, is the more appropriate

issue to be addressed.

71he whole state general mobthsation

The form of warfate incessantly developed in the modern age. World War I was different

from preceding wars, and from the Japanese-Russian War (1904-5) for instance. World War

I had different features from country to country. It is not appropriate to recognise war and

wartime situation in general terms. On the other hand, we are addressing here a particular

case ofwartime situation, that of the 1930s and 1940s in Japan. It is appropriate to approach

our subject of investigation from an intermediary perspective that is neither too distant from,

nor too close to, the subject. The Japanese govemment and military authorities elaborated

their own perception of war and wartime situation in order to design their war efifbrts. It is

expected that their `folk' model, so to speak, of wartime situation provides a cue to

analytically conceptualise the wartime situation for anthropological practices.

   World War I was entirely new in that the major countries fbught it as a `total war.'

Although the winning countries eventually won the military victory, their superior military

power was the integrated product oftheir industrial, technological and social al)ilities. Japan

joined World War I only partially; it dispatched a fleet of warships and easily occupied the

Garman colony in Micronesia through old style military action. Japan's military authorities,

however, did not fail to recognise the entirely new feature of World War I and, no sooner

than the war broke out, began to study how Westem countries developed, and responded to,

the new feature of the war. The notion of kokka so- ryoku-sen (paatwJigW, the war of the

state's total power) was coined and the necessity of kokka-so-do-in (eqZxeetfi, the whole

state general mobilisation) was recognised. As early as 1920, the Imperial Army drafted a

synthetic report on the whole state general mobilisation as observed in the major countries

that joined World War I (Riaji Gubjich6sa Iinkai 1920). The report explained the whole state

general mobilisation for the state's total war under five categories:

1) National mobilisation (meaning the mobilisation of the human resources within the state

   for military and industrial sectors),

2) Industrialmobilisation,

3) Mobilisation oftransportation and communication systems,
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4) Financialmobilisation,and

5) Others.

As fbr the last category, the report distinguished 5a) the mobilisation of scientists and

scientific research for the sake of technological application, 5b) the mobilisation of the

public educational system, and 5c) the mobilisation ofcommunal spirit through propagation.

Atsushi KOKETsu (twecE), who traced the political development of the whole state general

mobilisation during the inter-war period in Japan, analyses that this report provided the

framework according to which Japan's military authorities, particularly the Army, reiterated

the whole state general mobilisation in the 1930s and 1940s (KOKETsu 1981: 27-46). If this

was the case, then the same framewotk can be adopted as apertinent guide to overview the

actual development ofthe whole state general mobilisation.

   The idea of a total war means that the war in modern years is not only the matter of･

military actions in the battlefield. The military effbrts fbr the war are sustained by the general

economic and social prowess of the country that carries on the war. In this context, the

wartime situation is appropriate to indicate the relationship of the people, economy and

society to the war of this particular type, a total war. Even if the war is fbught in a battlefield

far from the home country, the people, society and economy of that country are involved in a

wartime situation to the extent that they are mobilised by the country's policy ofwhole state

general mobilisation. The wartime situationfor anthropology should be defined in the same

context: to the extent that the discipline of anthropology - its human, organisational and

institutional resources - is influenced by the country's policy of whole state general

mobilisation, and particularly involved in the scientific, educational and `spiritual'

mobilisations in category (5), anthropology is placed in-a wartime situation.

   As this definition of the wartime situation fbr anthropology is obtained, it becomes clear

that a survey of the development of the whole state general mobilisation in the 1930s and

1940s in Japan is necessary before we can proceed to an examination of anthropology in

Japan in the same context ofwar in the 1930s and 1940s.

77lae development ofthe whole state generul mobtiisation in the 1930s and 1940s in Jbpan

Japan's Army intensified its military actions in China in the 1930s and 1940s which

eventually developed into the Pacific War with the Allied Nations. This process was

accompanied by two other processes: the appropriation of the governing power of Japan by

the military authorities, and the transfbrmation ofthe Japanese economy and society into the

system of,the whole state total mobilisation fbr war purposes. The three processes altogether

eventually lead to what is often described as Japan's imperial, autocratic, totalitarian regime,

a contemporary counterpart of the German Nazi and Italian Fascist regimes.

   Japan's military authorities ceaselessly expanded military actions of intervention and

invasion into China, Mongolia, Southeast Asia and the Pacific: the interventions into

Shandong (LLInt, 1927 and 1928), the assassination of ZHANG Zuo-lin (ee'f'Pxe, 1928), the

occupation of Manchuria (1931), the interventions into North China and Inner Mongolia

(from 1933), the Japanese-Chinese War beginning with the Marco Polo Bridge Incident in

1937, the Shanghai and Naajing Incidents (1937), the Nomonhan Incident (1939), the
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 occupation of the northern part of French Indochina (1940) and finally the Pacific war with

 the attack of Pearl Harbour (1941). The military authorities at the same time took over the

 governing power of Japan and established itself as an autocracy over the Cabinet, the

 Emperor's senior advisors and the Diet. They claimed the to-suiken (Meptme) or the Emperor's

' prerogative to directly control the Navy and Army as the legitimate basis of their being free

 from the control by the Cabinet and the Diet. Terrorist attacks of political, industrial and

 academic elites - Congressman Seaji YAMAMoTo (rkJzlscE. ?A, 1929), Prime Minister Osachi

 HAMAGucHi (ifil:1reIII, 1930), Ex-Minister ofFinance Junnosuke INouE (#-li*Zllij, 1932),

 Takuma DAN (mabyig) of the Mitsui Conglomerate (1932) and Tatsukichi MiNoBE (semegBfa

 :EIf, 1936) - and several attempts of unsuccessfu1 coup by military personnel and ultra-

 national ideologues - the Sangatsu (March) Incident (1930), the JUgatsu (October) Incident

 (1931), the 5.15 Incident (1932) and the 2.26 Incident (1936) - effectively assisted the

 military authorities in attaining autocratic power.

    When the Guandong Army initiated military action in Manchuria, rejected the Cabinet's

 control and eventually occupied all Manchuria in 1931, the Cabinet recognised that Japan

 entered into a hijoji (IP'#gee, emergency period) and it introduced some measures of general

 mobilisation. In 1936, after the 2.26 Incident, the military authorities demanded huge

 increases to expenditures fbr the Army and Navy, and the Cabinet intensified its direct

 control of industry in the name ofjun-senji (gewuee, semi-wartime system). In 1937, the

 Army waged a total war against China, then represented by CHiANG Kai-shek's (*lfiJIIf)

 government. The war in China rapidly expanded industrial needs and the government

 established the Kikaku-in (cfi)gwa, Planning Board) in charge of planning industrial

 mobilisations. In 1938, the govemment introduced a comprehensive measure, the so-called

 `Whole State General Mobilisation' (Kbkka-sbdo-in), and intensified control of almost all

 aspects of the national economy - finance, trade, production industry, distribution of

 resources, recruitment oflabour fbrce, distribution of foods, etc. - for the sake of the war.

    Refening back to the framework drafted in 1920 for the whole state general mobilisation,

 the measures of 1937 can be seen as an attempt to restmcture the whole national economy

 according to the four major categories (from 1 to 4) of general mobilisation. Since the final

 objective of those measures was the war that the state and the state's army carried on in the

 continent, it can be said that the measure of the whole state general mobilisation involved the

 whole economy and society into the wartime situation. Even if a majority of the people in

 Japan and its colonies had not yet directly been involved in the war, either as aggressive

 agents or casualties ofmilitary actions, they had already lived their life in a wartime situation

 to the extent that their life was restricted and controlled by the measures of the whole state

 general mobilisation.

The ideolagical mobilisation

The measures of 1937, as mentioned above, were planned and enacted in response to the

initiative and demands made by the military authorities. The fifth category of general

mobilisation, however, was promoted by a broader variety of agents. The category consisted

of the mobilisation of science, public education and communal spirit, among which the last

two may be grouped here as the ideological mobilisation. Despite being assigned a marginal
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position in terms of the remainder, the scientific and ideological mobilisations deeply

influenced, and narrowly restricted, people's lives during wartime; these two kinds of

mobilisations were no less important than the economic mobilisations.

   The ideological mobilisation itselfwas a broad movement, involving a variety of agents.

It is possible here to present only a general sketch of it. The ideological mobilisation was

started earlier than other aspects of general mobilisation by a starker coercive force. If the

economic mobilisation was planned and reiterated according to functional reasoning and

calculations for the sake ofmilitary purposes, the ideological mobilisation was accomplished

more extensively and intensively than what might be functional necessities for military

purposes.

   The ideological mobilisation was developed in two aspects, one provocative and the

other suppressive. The autocratic authorities advocated the deified Emperor-centred national

ideology, which made a hegemonic call addressed to the Emperor's subjects, or the Japanese

nationals, of all generations. The Ministry of Education issued a textbook on the Kokutai no

hongi (avveCDJ!Nk, True meaning of the Emperor's Regime) in 1937. The Cabinet decided

the Kokumin seishin s6d6in jisshi y6k6 (eqtckeMtpasimfi fftueemu, the action plan fbr the

general mobilisation of the national spirit), also in l937. Activating the ideological

mobilisation, the government and military authorities tried to integrate people, both in Japan

and in the colonies, and mobilise them towards the war purposes. As those authorities

successfully promoted the ideological mobilisation, more agents - the Diet, political parties,

ideological activists, intellectuals, school teachers, news media, the publishing industry, etc.

- joined and accelerated the movement, and the central authorities intensified its autocratic

and totalitarian character. The success of the ideological mobilisation of Japanese people,

which was at the same time a political mobilisation, was represented by the Taisei-yokusan-

kai (JicEfr:Effig, the Association fbr Participation in the Emperor's Rule), which was

established in 1940 by the proposal of Prime Minster Fumimaro KoNoE (ilitwl}Cwa). Most

political parties joined the Association. Satellite organisations, mostly in the name of

H6koku-kai (Weeig, an association fbr contributing to the country), were created in terms of

tonarigumi (waM, neighbourhoods), companies, unions and professions (such as intellectuals,

joumalists, artists, film-makers, novelists, poets, stage performers and the like, all divided

into miriute genres). News media and the publishing industry were regularly censored.

Moreover, as resources were becoming controlled more severely towards the end of the war,

the publication ofmagazines and books other than those that emphatically endorsed the war

purposes became virtually impossible.

   As military personnel and ideological activists developed their imperialist ideas, the

national ideology gained broader geo-political perspectives. When the military actions were

targeted at China and its neighbouring areas in Mongolia and Siberia, the anti-Western

ideology, an element implicit in the national ideology, was emphasised and formulated in

terms of the alliance of major East Asian peoples that was to counteract the Western

imperialism under the leadership of Japan. This anti-Western element, called ojia-shugi (7

Y'7Eilk) or Asianism, was later elaborated as the slogan of the `Five Peoples in Co-

operative Alliance' (fi1tathXn) and was also advocated as a leading policy of Mahchukuo.

Japan extended its military actions to French Indochina in 1940. The uSA began to sanction
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Japan, first diplomatically and economically. Pressed by the heightened necessity for new

sources of basic resources, Japan directed its military imperialism towards the Western

colonies in Southeast Asia. Hence, the nanshinron (iiikth, the southbound imperialism) was

highlighted and incorporated into the national ideology. This revised version of the national

ideology was formulated into the policy of the Dai-t6a ky6ei-ken (JJ}<M!IEi#.cere) or the

Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, first advocated by Minister of Foreign Affairs

Y6suke MATsuoKA (JkZlrpm?IZJEf) in 1940. Those different versions of the national ideology

appeared attractive to the general public to the extent that they were expressed in the

language of Japan's reformulation, the restructuring of the world order, the Japanese and

Asian superiority, the elimination of modem Western vices, and the restoration of Japanese

and Asian (or Oriental) aged virtues.

   The suppression of freedom of thought had had a long history since the Melji Era, and in

this history the Chian iji-h6 (?EIZtrer3tii) or the Law for Maintenance of the Public Peace

(1925) provided an accelerating moment. As the government intensified autocratic policies,
kiken shisb (fuva.W.lbE.' , dangerous thoughts) that were supposed to be rebellious against

kokutai (eqve, the Emperor's regime) were broadly suppressed. Anarchists, communists,

socialists and ultra-nationalists were under regular surveillance and suppression by the

police. A variety of organisations and persons were suspected of advocating communism and

violently suppressed: political parties, labour unions, ideological activists, intellectuals,

university academics, students, military oflflcers and even career bureaucrats in the

government. Even liberal academics such as Tatsukichi MiNoBE, member of the House of

Peers who had been the most authorised interpreter of the Meiji' Constitution, and Tadao

YANAIHARA (flEPE]ua,WNde), professor of colonial policy at the Imperial University of Tokyo,

were accused and ousted (in 1935 and 1937, respectively).

   In the early stage of their history, the agents in charge of public peace - the special

political police, the military police and the procurators of thought - simply worked for the

prohibition of dangerous thoughts. But, finding that public statements of tenko (iEiirfi],

ideological conversion or apostasy) made by leading communists induced their supporters to

state their own tenko, the agents of public peace expanded their role and endeavoured to

transform those suspects of dangerous thoughts into active advocates of the national

ideology. In the final phase of their history, these agents elaborated a five-stage formula

according to which they classified the suspects and pressed them to advance to a higher stage

and to finally become feverish anti-communist national ideologues. The agents of negative

sanction for ideological mobilisation turned into most efificient agents of positive sanction.

According to the recent studies of tenkb, the suppressive situation around 1937, the year

when the Army instigated an all-out war with China, was such that the agents arbitrarily

expanded their interpretation of `dangerous thoughts.' Those intellectuals and academics

who were suspected of dangerous thoughts by the agents ofpublic peace could not survive

without stating tenko. In such a serious situation, stating a fake tenko and camouflaging one's

hi-tenkO (;Ptzxx, non-conversion, an attitude loyal to one's own thought) could be a best

possible way to maintain hi-tenko (non-conversion). In the situation in which a statement of

tenkO, no matter whether it might be a tme or a fake one, could be the only possible strategy

for survival, the notion of tenkO further ramified in such a complicated way that it could be a
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proofof `tme' tenkO to expose other's (often comrade's) `fake' tenkO (IiDA 2001).

   I mentioned here the development of the bitter situation of tenkO during wartime in

Japan, because I like to attract more attention to the temi `complicity,' which is often used in

historical reviews of colonial anthropology, without being exactly defined, to indicate the

relationship, often unconscious, of anthropologists with colonial rule. As with Japan of the

1930s and early 1940s, a totalitarian regime could be imperialistic externally in relation to

other countries and at the same time a coercive autocracy internally in the control of the

domestic society. Even though few Japanese anthropologists' were driven into such a serious

situation of open suppression, most of them experienced tenko- to a lesser degree and in

various directions. Recognition of complicity, that inevitably connotes ethical implications,

should be made upon a deliberate analysis.

II. The scientific mobilisation and anthropology

There is a difficulty specific to the pursuit of the scientific mobilisation. The inquiries into

this topic have mostly been made from a perspective of criticising complicity with, and

praising resistance to, the autocratic policy of general mobilisation. The pursuit of data and

analysis of mobilisation used to be guided by the ethical preoccupation implicit in the

perspective. Hence, we have only a few studies of scientific mobilisation that are conducted

in a comprehensive perspective and make a fair academic as well as ideological assessment

of works presented in the process of scientific mobilisation. Probably the work of Kakuten

HARA (tnes]C, 1984) represents those rare studies on the humanities and social sciences

mobilised for East and Southeast Asian studies in the 1930s and 1940s.

   For my objective, it is appropriate to approach the scientific mobilisation along two axis

lines located in two aren4s, the military fbrefronts and the logistic hinterlands. The military

authorities in the fbrefronts organised research institutes and research prejects in response to

their own needs, and the central government established a series of research institutes and

mobilised scientists fbr research. The fbrmer axis started in Manchuria and extended to the

South as the military forefronts moved southwards. In the forefronts, the military authorities

needed information on the battlefields, which after a successfu1 operation turned into newly

occupied areas to be administered. In the logistic hinterlands, the govemment took initiatives

to mobilise scientists and scientific knowledge fbr the sake of war purposes. It created a

series of research institutes in Tokyo on its direct initiative. Both axis lines were

accompanied by secondary developments of scientific mobilisation, enacted by public and

private initiatives in the forefi;onts and in the hinterlands (including the colonies of Taiwan

and Korea) .

Zhe scientijic mobitisation in the.fbref}'ont: (]hina

In the battlefields and the newly occupied areas, the military authorities needed scientific

knowledge, particularly that provided by social sciences and humanities, for their military

and administrative operations. The kinds of knowledge that the military authorities in the

fbrefront needed evolved from a comprehensive to a more specialised one. First,

comprehensive information on a target area was needed. As military gaze became more

'
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focused on a narrower area, more detailed information on that particular area and the local

people was requested. In Japan's Army, that kind of comprehensive infbrmation had, in

theory, to be collected and compiled into what were called helyo--chisi (Iit. ee±lllE'b) or military

topographies befbre military actions were actually taken. As military actions developed so as

to necessitate administration of the occupied areas, a more actual recognition, based on up-

dated infbrmation and sound analysis, was necessary. The administration required basic

information on the social life of the local people; that of customary laws was typical of such

infbrmation. The administration needed to constantly negotiate with the volatile situation of

the occupied area and the local people, who could be both co-operative and rebellious.

Analytical recognition of administrative and military difficulties - such as the fbrms, abilities

and causes of the local people's resistance - was indispensable. The need fbr scientific

mobilisation developed typically along this line of evolution in the military forefronts in

China.

As the Guandong Arrny expanded its imperial desire to Manchuria in the late 1920s, the need

for accurate information on Manchuria was increased. Once the Army created Manchukuo in

1931, it had to hastily develop an overall policy for domestic administration and industrial

development, for which systematic research was an urgent necessity. Mantetsu, upon the

Guandong Army's request, took charge of the task of providing information on Manchuria or

Manchukuo. For the company's Research Department, which frequently changed the official

name and the organisational position within the company, the request was a challenge. The

staff members of the department fbund that the methods by which they had collected and

compiled infbrmation of the kind of military topographies were no longer usefu1; more

sophisticated theories and methods of Marxist social sciences were introduced by new recruits,

quite a few of whom had had personal histories of suppression and tenbo. For several years

until the hastily organised bureaucracy of Manchukuo acquired sufficient ability to conduct

necessary research, the Mantetsu Research Department conducted research on a variety of

issues concerning the Manchurian economy in general, agriculture and forestry, transportation,

commerce and finance, the legal system (including old customs), labour and migration. As

Japan expanded its military invasion towards south of Manchuria in the late 1930s, the

Mantetsu Research Department also shifted their research area to North and Middle China.

Since the war in China was protracted, the agendas ofresearch consisted ofa mixture ofthose

fbr administrative and military purposes, both of which were related to the diflficulties

confronted by Japan in its war effbrts (IsHiDo 1978; HAR.A 1984: 327-73; IsHiD6 et al. 1986;

NoNoMuRA 1986).
   As one of the largest projects fbr administrative purposes, Mantetsu Research Department

investigated, in collaboration with the East Asia Institute, customs ofagrarian villages in North

China, which NiE in this volume reviews and examines. In recognition of the heightening

urgency of the situation of the war in China, the research department by its own initiative

started several So-gO Cho-sa (Mfiasfi, Comprehensive Research Projects). Among the research

agendas were the Cresisting abilities of China against Japan's military rule' and `inflation in

Japan, China and Manchuria.' The reports on the two issues that the research department made

to the military and government authorities in 1940 and 1941, respectively, pointed that despite

the damages of the war' Chinese people had managed to make a substantial economic
development to increase their resisting abilities; that in resisting Japan's military rule Chinese

people had been changing the class structure among them; that the Communist Party had more

successfully promoted the change, particularly in rural areas in North China, to gain more

popular support than CHiANG Kai-shek's government had; that the worsening inflation in Japan
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and China was a natural result of imbalance in the economy due to the destruction of industrial

infra-structure by the warfare, the total mobilisation of industrial powers fbr war purposes and

the excessive supply of currencies; that the economic difficulties in Manchuria and China had

been partly due to the excessive exploitation of peasants and labourers by Japanese

conglomerates on the one hand and by dominant feudal classes among the local people on the

other; and that the contemporary situation of China suggested that Japan had not enough

military and economic abilities to attain a decisive solution to the war (Mantetsu Research

Department 1970, 1982). It is interpreted that the reports implicitly advised the military and

goveimment authorities to withdraw the military fbrces from China and seek a political or

diplomatic solution of the war (San'itsu-shob6 1970; Anonymous 1982: 53-84; IsHiDO et al.

1986: 53-84). Although impressed by the findings of the reports, the military authorities did

not tolerate the criticisms implicit in the reports. The military police of the Guandong Arrny,

which had noted communist tendencies among the department's personnel, arrested the main

body of Mantetsu researchers in charge of violating Manchukuo's Law for Maintenance of the

Public Peace in 1942, which eventually killed the Mantetsu Research Deparment (San'itsu

Shob6 1970; IsmD6 1978; HARA 1984: 383-403; IsHiDOet al. 1986).

71lre scientijic mobilisation in theforqfrontt the South

As fbr the naupO (litsJ(i, the South), a rubric that comprehensively indicated the areas aimed

at by Southbound expansionism in Southeast Asia and the western Pacific, the scientific

mobilisation by the military authorities was delayed, and there existed no counterparts of the

Mantetsu Research Department in charge of the Soufh. As Japan's military forces occupied

British, Dutch and U.S. colonies in the South, the Army and the Navy found the need fbr

research abilities. The government requested, or eventually forced, five research institutes to

dispatch groups of scientists to the military governments in the South.

T6a-keizai Kenkyajo (Mdisstwll"fijlf, the Instimte of East Asian Economies) of the Tokyo

University of Commerce sent a group of twelve researchers to Singapore;

T6a Kenkyajo (ptdiiiffZEFf) or the East Asia Institute sent a group of about sixty members to

Java;

Mitsubishi Keizai Kenkyajo (r'EsstwEffZEFf, the Mitsubishi Economic Institute) sent a

group of about twenty members to the Philippines;

Mantetsu sent two groups, each consisting of about fifty members, to Sumatra and Burma;

TaiheiyO Ky6kai (JScilZ?l;maff) or the Institute of the Pacific sent a group of about twenty

members to North Bomeo. (HARA 1984: 33-43; Institute ofthe Pacific 1942b)

The cited numbers of dispatched people, if not specified as researchers, include those of

secretafles.

   The six recipient military governments were those of the Army. The Army and the Navy

divided the occupied areas in Southeast Asia between them to take charge of administration.

The anthropologist Hisakatsu HmKATA (±fiik.Eij) was recruited as the Army's associate (wa

Mng:E) fbr the military government ofNorth Borneo (Institute ofthe Pacific 1942b). OKAyA

in his biography of HmKATA mentions HmKATA's words saying that he was recruited by Dr.

KiyoNo, an associate ofthe Institute ofthe Pacific (OKAyA 1990: 180-6). Tadao KANo (beny

,re.de), a natural historian and anthropologist, who was lost in North Borneo in the last days

of the war and never returned, was recruited in place of HiJiKATA after the latter's early

retirement (Institute ofthe Pacific 1944d). Thus, the recruited researchers bore responsibility
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to the military governments as being incorporated in the staff members of those

govemments.
   Besides the cases of scientific mobilisation fbr the South that HARA mentions, the Navy

established Makassar Institute in Celebes and recruited researchers including the

anthropologist T6ichi MABucHi (kvaJIE"), the subject of NAKAo's investigation in this

volume. The military authorities also mobilised individual scientists in a more ad hoc way.

The anthropologist Seiichi IzuMi (Mrk") went to the fbrmer Dutch New Guinea as a

member of the research expedition organised by the Navy in 1943 (see below).

77lre scientijic mobilisation at the logistic centre

The government of Japan was another centre for the scientific

research institutes were created, first on the initiatives of

government, and later on the more integrated initiatives of the

institutes ereated in this line were:

mobilisation. A series of

different sections in the

government. The primary

In 1932 the Monbush6 (]!tgtse) or the Ministry of Education established the Kokumin

Seishin-bunka Kenkytijo (eqKkefiipscIltIiJfzaJiEf, the Institute of the National Spirit and

Culture) for the sake ofresearch on the kokutai (the Emperor's regime) and the national spirit.

Ichir6 HoRi (va"kB), a specialist ofreligion including primitive beliefs, and Tar6 WAKAMoRi

($N skptJttkK), a fblklorist, joined the institute. The ministry issued the afbre-mentioned Kbkutai

no hongi in 1937. The Cabinet decided `the action plan fbr the general mobilisation of the

national spirit', in the same 1937. In 1943 the institute was refbrmed into the Ky6gaku

Renseij6 (X4wtJ5tilFf, the Educational Training Institute) as the centre fbr fbrmulating the

educational programs fbr the ideological mobilisation (GoTO 1988: 879-84).

   In 1938, the Cabinet officially started to introduce the policy of the wnole State General

Mobilisation. As part of this policy, the Planning Board created the T6a KenkyOjo (ptg:IEJffi

iiE) or the East Asia Institute. Although its legal status was a juridical fbundation, it was

financially supported by the govemment and controlled by the military authorities, both in

terms of initiative and personnel. The stated objective of the institute was to respond to the

necessity of scientific knowledge and wisdom about East Asia and the world fbr the sake of the

Empire's overseas development. The institute mobilised numerous scholars and researchers

either as its staff members or as members of its research projects. This institute will be

considered in more detail below.

   In 1940, the S6senryoku Kenkyiljo (waWJi]iiJfnEFf, the Research Institute of Total War

Abilities) was created under the direct control of the Prime Minister. The stated mission of the

institute was: 1) to conduct basic research on the state's total war; and 2) to train and educate

government ofificials and others in the matters conceming the state's total war. The East-

Asiatic Econornic Investigation Bureau co-operated with the institute (HARA 1984: 471-2). The

stated agendas of research were directly concerned with the war - physical fbrces, political

strategies, ideological war and economic war (OTA 1977), but as a research institute it was not

productive and infiuential. Mobilising numerous historians, it compiled a sourcebook on the

administration and post-war constmction of the occupied areas, but it was only issued as a

mimeographed document and delivered to a limited number of sections in the military and

govemment authorities (OTA 1979). The institute was rather functional as a training organ.

Every year from 1941 to 1943, it recruited thirty-five young or middle-aged high officials from

major sections in the government and military authorities and trained them according to a one-

year curriculum. The curriculum fbr the first year contained a large-scaled practice concerning

a possible scenario of a war between Japan and the USA (AsHizAwA 1972). In this respect, the
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institute could be seen as having functioned as a think tank. The institute was closed in March

1945, earlier than the end ofthe war.

   In 1942, the K6a-in (pt. diwa, the Asian Development Board, a government office created in

1938 to take charge of Chinese and Southeast Asian affairs in general) organised the Shina-

kankei Ch6sakikan Reng6kai (El(SBeSesxeAecea amAig, the Union of Research Organisations

on China), in which the East Asia Institute participated and with which the East-Asiatic

Economic Investigation Bureau co-oPerated. HARA analyses that it was too late for such a

network of research organisations to initiate a new project fbr practical application in China

(HARA 1984: 166-7, 470--4).

   When Japan was apparently losing the war, the government established the Ch6sa
Kenkya D6in Honbu (ssfiiiJfnutRJzls ffK, the Headquarters fbr Research Mobilisation) in

1944. The stated missions were to co-ordinate and integrate on-going research projects

conducted by existing research institutes, as well as to promote new research projects. The East

Asia Institute was placed under the direct control' of this organ (TsuGE 1979: 209-24; HARA

1984: 168-70).

The Wartime Headquarters fbr Research Mobilisation had an advisory body of seventy

renowned people, among whom YUsuke TsuRuMi, the manager-director of the Institute of

the Pacific, and Yasuma TAKATA, the director-general of the Ethnic Research Institute were

included (TsuGE 1979: 218-9; HARA 1984: 169). In my scheme ofanalysis, the two institutes

are classed in the secondary development of scientific mobilisation; their status was marginal

in relation to the research organs in the axis lines. But, the two institutes were the most

irnportant agents of the wartime mobilisation of anthropology and anthropologists. The fact

that TsuRuMi and TAKATA joined the advisory body of the Wartime Headquarters fbr

Research Mobilisation irnplies that the mobilisation of anthropology got authorised, even

though in the final phase of the war, as a constituent element of the general scientific

mobilisation.

7he East Asia Iitstitute

Among the research institutes in the axis line at the logistic centre, as outlined in the fbrmer

sub-section, the East Asia Institute was one of those rare institutes to which anthropology

was closely related, so that it deserves a detailed description.

   The institute had, besides a general affairs department, four research departments that

were devoted to area studies of the Soviet Union, Outer Mongolia, China, Manckuria and

Inner Mongolia, the South Seas, Oceania (i.e. Australia and New Zealand), India and Burma,

West Asia, and major Western countries. A section of natural science was assigned to the

general affairs department. The institute, at the height of its activities, employed about 250

research staff members, among whom were a couple of anthropologists (Asahitar6
NismMuRA ilgNut H Jk HK and JClji TANAsE en uaeeas).

   HARA (1984: 102, 108) classifies the research conducted and organised by the institute

into three categories: 1) research conducted by the staff members, 2) research condncted by

the research committees and 3) research commissioned to outside specialists. The research

by the staff members (category 1) consisted mostly of deskwork and depended heavily on

foreign literary sources. According to HARA's review, the productivity of the staff merribers

roughly reflects the expectations expressed by the government and other authorities to the
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institute; the sections ofnatural science, Soviet, China Cpolitics and economy), India-Burma

and Western Asia were very productive. Area studies comprised natural science and

meteorology, technology and transportation, life, resources, politics, economy and industry,

society-culture-people, administrative policy, international relations and trade, among which

publications on the topics of social sciences (politics, economy, industry, and society-

culture-people) were the most numerous (HAita 1984: 1 13-6).

   The research in category 2 meant that the institute itself was a mobilising agent of

scientists. The research in this category represented the institute both in terms of academic

accomplishment and in terms of practical complicity with the wartime situation. Nine

projects were organised altogether in this category: four on topics of social sciences, three of

natural sciences and two fbr collecting data on the concurrent war. The topics of research in

social sciences suggest what kinds of scientific infbrmation the central authorities expected

of the institute. Those topics were: `Japanese and foreign investments in China' (the First

Research Committee); `Overseas Chinese in the South' (the Third Research Committee),

including such an issue as `the anti-Japanese and `CSave country" movements of Overseas

Chinese'; `Chinese customs' (the Sixth Research Instimte); and `the demand and supply of

fbod in Japan, Manchuria and China' (the Fifth Research lnstitute). Scientific credibility was

emphasised fbr those projects, so that empirical data were collected by fieldwork and by

local agents. Each was itselfa big project conducted by committee members and researchers,

who amounted to more than two hundred in the case of the First Research Committee. The

headquarters of each project consisted of one or a couple of committees, with members

recruited fi;om the Institute itself and other institutes (TsuGE 1979: 58-60, 90-108; HARA

1984: 124-58).

   The project of the Sixth Research Committee was planned as a three-year program and

divided the subject matter, Chinese customs, into two topics, customs in rural villages and

commercial customs in urban areas. The headquarters of the project consisted of two

committees, managerial and academic. The Faculty of Law of the Imperial University of

Tokyo and the Faculty of Economics of Kyoto Imperial University sent members to the

academic committee, the fbrmer in charge of rural customs and the latter of urban

commercial customs. The Mantetsu Research Deparment, which was commissioned the role

of collecting empirical data through fieldwork for both topics, also sent members to the

academic committee. As fbr rural customs, the Mantetsu Research Department had been

fbrmulating a large-scale ten-year program as its own project. Hence, when it received a

commission of fieldwotk from the East-Asia Institute, the Mantetsu Research Department

accepted it as the initial part of its own project. NiE in this volume reviews that part of the

research on rural customs and assesses the outcome of the research by comparing it with the

works of Chinese scholars who condncted their research in China almost in the same years.

The committee members for rural customs made brief visits to north China only twice; the

collection of data through fieldwork was conducted from 1940 to 1944 by staff members of

the Beljing branch of the Mantetsu Research Department (NoMA 1977; HARA 1984: 136-45,

761-96; NoMA, FuKusHiMA et al. 1996).

   The East Asia Instimte was created when Japan wholly entered into a wartime situation.

The expanded and protracted war enlarged the need fbr academic research, but it at the same
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time reduced and worsened necessary resources and conditions fbr research. The fieldwork

on rural customs, fbr instance, was conducted literally in battlefields, where Mantetsu

researchers had to be always guarded by Japanese military fbrces (NoMA 1977; HARA 1984:

773). Many ofthe research projects organised by the institute, including those in category 2,

are evaluated today fbr their high scientific level and for their contribution to the post-war

development of Asian area studies in Japan. But, there were also many that ended without

being fully completed.

7Vlae status andposidon ofanthropology in the general scientijic mobilisation

So far I have approached the development of the scientific mobilisation along the ntvo cutis

lines, one in the fbrefronts and the other in the logistic centre. The survey was made from a

comprehensive perspective covering the whole scientific mobilisation. The survey, however,

has not yet been completed. Responding to the call of the government fbr scientific

contribution to the country, lots of academic organisations, publishing companies and even

individualsjoined the mobilisation upon their own initiatives. At the same time, the scientific

mobilisation, together with the ideological one, provided them with chances to expand their

own businesses. It is necessary to trace those secondapy, subsidiary developments of the

state-wide scientific mobilisation. This, however, is a grand, difficult task, too. I am not

ready to comprehensively survey those secondary repercussions in the social sciences and

humanities.' I can trace here only those responses of academic organisations that had in either

way or another to do with anthropology and anthropologists. In this context ofmy survey, it

is meaningfu1 to consider the status and position of anthropology in the whole academism in

Japan in those years.

   The survey of the whole state general mobilisation, as has so far been described in the

previous sub-sections, reveals that anthropology was a minor participant. I have mentioned

the anthropologists who had whatever relations with the research institutes and research

projects that were under the direct control of the govemment and military authorities. They

numbered very few.

   This is indicative ofthe position anthropology occupied in the whole academism in Japan

in those years. The research prqjects that were undertaken by the central agents along the

axis lines of the scientific mobilisation, either in the forefronts or in Japan, were mostly

carried out by the major branches of social science, particularly law studies and economics.

Even sociology was peripheral from the point of view of the government and military

authorities. Anthropology was known as minzokugaku (Rth{l}k, literally meaning the study of

ethnos or peoples, explained as the counterpart of ethnology) or even in an older name of

dozokugaku (±rs{I}Ii, literally meaning the study of vulgar customs, explained as the
counterpart of ethnography). Both names strongly implied that anthropology was the study

of primitive and barbarous peoples. Anthropology was apparently one of the most peripheral

sciences in the subject ofresearch, in the number ofscholars and in the institutional position

within the academism in Japan in those years. Among the research institutes andlor the

research projects that were situated in either axis line (in the fbrefronts or at the logistic

centre) of the scientific mobilisation, anthropology obtained only a couple of seats in those

areas in charge of the South, but not in those of China and its neighbouring areas. For the
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same reason, anthropology tended to be more spotlighted in what we call the secondary

developments of the whole state scientific mobilisation, because the research institutes and

research prejects that belonged to those developments supplemented the research conducted

in the axis lines, by paying more attention to peripheral areas, both in the continent and in the

South.

III. Anthropology and the wartime ofthe 1930s and 1940s

17ie general mobitisation and the wartihte situation for anthropology

The next step of my investigation shall therefbre be to trace the secondary developments of

the scientific mobilisation in relation to anthropology, which will provide more clues for the

analysis of the relationship of anthropology with the wartime situation. In order to take this

step forward, however, it is necessary to switch the point of view from that of the

mobilisation agent to that of anthropology.

   I have so far traced the development of the scientific mobilisation, which was a part of

the more comprehensive development ofthe whole state general mobilisation. In this survey,

I adopted the framework ofthe general mobilisation, with a few modifications added to the

original presented by a military authority (Riaji Guajich6sa Iinkai 1920), as a guideline and

traced the development of the general mobilisation in the 1930s and 1940s in three

categories: the economic, ideological and scientific mobilisations.

   The framewotk of the general mobilisation, however, was originally conceptualised from

the military point of view, which eventually became the viewpoint of the government. The

general mobilisation is not automatically the same thing as the wartime situation for

anthropology. In the idea of the general mobilisation, the mobilising agency is the military

authorities, and anthropology is no more than a mobilised object. When it comes to a

consideration of the wartime situation as meaningfu1 to anthropology, however,

anthropology should be the subject that is to be examined in the context of wartime. What

was supposed to be the objects ofmobilisation must be re-interpreted from the perspective of

anthropology. The general mobilisation in the 1930s and 1940s, as summarised above,

should be translated, so to speak, into the language of anthropology.

   The economic mobilisation, no matter how important it may be from the military point of

view, can be neglected from the anthropological perspective. It actually had circurnstantial

effects on anthropology, but had few intellectually. As noted previously, anthropology was

in the position to be targeted for the ideological mobilisation; hence the ideological

mobilisation should be considered part of the wartime situation fbr anthropology. The

scientific mobilisation, however, is ambivalent. On the one hand, anthropologists were

involved in the projects and the organisations that mobilised scholars in inter-disciplinary

perspectives; in this sense, the scientific mobilisation constitutes part ofthe wartime situation

fbr anthropology. On the other hand, leading anthropologists, in response to the authorities'

call for the scientific mobilisation, endeavoured to transform their discipline into a more

practical science. This attempt, when seen from the point of view of the military and

government authorities, should be part of the scientific mobilisation. But the same attempt is

no longer an object of mobjlisation but a matter of the very self when seen by
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anthropologists; in this sense it is no longer part of the wartime situation for anthropology.

On the other hand, the military and government authorities, which formulated the framework

of the general mobilisation and which therefore remained invisible in that framework, now

should be considered part ofthe wartime situation for anthropology.

   In summary, by translating the military plan for the general mobilisation into the

language of anthropology, a framework for observing the wartime situation and

anthropology is obtained, which consists ofi 1) the situation of the ideological mobilisation,

and 2) the situation of the scientific mobilisation. Both 1) and 2), as factors introduced and

led by the military and government authorities, constitute the wartime situation for

anthropology. Related with these two is 3) anthropology as the practicing subject in that

wartlme sltuatlon.

ldeologicat contributions ofanthropology

Before proceeding to a survey of the participation of anthropologists in the scientific

mobilisation, the contributions of anthropology to the ideological mobilisation will be

reviewed brieflY. The national ideology, in the early phase of its creation, incorporated

knowledge and wisdom from a broad variety of humanities and social sciences: the origin of

the Imperial family and that of the Japanese, for instance, were imagined and authorised by

history, mythology, linguistics, folklore studies and anthropology. Ideas on Japan's geo-

political policy, mostly in various forms of Asianist imperialism developed since the Meiji

era, provided anthropology with a large possibility ofparticipation. Despite those favourable

conditions, anthropologists rnade very few contributions. Only RyUz6 ToRii (,kEeewt) is

well known fbr his contribution to the Asianist ideology, particularly to the ideology of Cthe

comrnon root of the Japanese and the Koreans' (see CH'oE in this volume). In those years,

anthropology as a specialised discipline had been so premature that what appears today as

anthropological contributions were made in the name ofother, closely related disciplines.

   Coming to the 1930s and 1940s, anthropology does not seem to have made any

substantial contributions in advocating the national and Asianist ideology. In 1942, Shiaji

NisHIMuRA (ilgNR}J<) published a book titled 77ie Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity ,sp)here,

in which he simply recapitulated the ideology, already firmly established with public

authorisation, in opportunistic terms (NisHiMuRA 1942). Anthropologists were more active in

a narrower perspective ofproviding empirical knowledge on Southeast Asia and Oceania for

the sake of the Asianist ideology. For instance, Keriji KiyoNo (?ffwrstY<), academically

known for his contribution to physical anthropology, joined the Institute of the Pacific and

published numerous articles and books that applied anthropological knowledge of Southeast

Asia and Oceania to what he understood to be the policy of the Greater East Asia Co-

Prosperity Sphere (see below).

   The whole state general mobilisation was not simply a matter of naichi (Njlk) or Home-

Japan; it was also intensely promoted in the colonies. CH'oE in this volume describes how

Takashi AKiBA (igicptwa), a renowned anthropologist fbr his study of shamanism in Korea,

contributed to the ideological mobilisation in the context ofthe colony ofKorea.

   On the negative aspect of the ideological mobilisation, too, no anthropologists were

openly suppressed by the official sanction ofthe national ideology. Eiichir6 IsmDA (JEf ee[9El"
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ftK), then a student of Kyoto Imperial University, was arrested and imprisoned in charge of

violating the Law fbr Maintenance of the Public Peace. Even after being released from

imprisonment, he was under regular surveillance by the Special Higher Police. In this

oppressive situation, he turned his interests first to Kunio YANAGiTA's (JN;PMeqce) fblklore

studies, and then to anthropology. YANAGiTA is known as having provided those people who

had been prosecuted fbr `dangerous thoughts' with a sort of refuge. Tokuz6 OMAcHi (JJ< ma$n

re =' ) was one of those people. He conducted fo1klore studies under YANAGiTA and later went

to Manchukuo and expanded his research to shamanism in Manchuria. They turned to

anthropology after they were ideologically suppressed.

   In respect to the educational mobilisation, another aspect of the ideological mobilisation,

very little is known about anthropologists' contribution. Probably because it belongs to

personal engagements, sufficient attention has not been paid. CH'oE mentions Takashi

AKiBA's edncational commitment to the recruitment of military personnel in Korea (in this

volume).

Secontlai v develQpments qfthe seientijic mobilisation

As noted befbre, the general scientific mobilisation was not simply promoted by the

government and military authorities. I noted that there existed secondary developments

responding to the call of those authorities fbr scientific contribution. Leading academic

organisations established research institutes that were specifically devoted to the state's

urgent necessities. I also noted that anthropology found their niches, so to speak, in those

secondary developments rather than in the research institutes and projects in the axis lines

directly controlled by the government and military authorities.

   In the fbllowing, those secondary developments that were closely related to anthropology

are reviewed:

Mantetsu had a research institute, the T6a Keizai Ch6sa-kyokll (MdissewssES) or the East-

Asiatic Economic Investigation Bureau, in Tokyo. According to HARA (1984), the Bureau was

created as early as in 1908 as a branch of Mantetsu. The primary mission of the Bureau was to

conduct research on East Asian affairs, particularly the economy of the area, from a general,

global perspective. In 1929 the Bureau became an independentjuridical fbundation, and at the

same time ShUmei OKAwA (Jk JIlma ng), a leading proponent ofradical Asianism, was appointed

as the Director.. He was arrested in 1932 fbr his engagement in the 5.15 Incident, but HARA

considers that, even after he was ousted, he maintained his infiuence to the Bureau. During the

years under his leadership, the Bureau conducted research on a broad variety ofpractical topics

that were more or less fbcused on the geo-political situations of Asia. HARA considers that

OKAwA lead the Bureau to shift the fbcus of research to the South (1984: 461-6). HARA

mentions the publication of numerous separate books, the publication of the monthly journal

Shin-ay'ia (SIYiLsimadi, AJew Asia) and the publication ofthree series ofbooks - the AJdn 'yo- so"sho

(M?¥if#, the Series on the South, 5 volumes, 1937-39), the AJdn 'yo- hakyo- so-sho (tailkgasif

X, the Series on the Overseas Chinese in the South, 6 volumes, 1939-41) and the Shin-ojia

sOsho (Mdirwdiue#, the 5eries on ?VbwAsia, 5 volumes, l942-3) - as the primary attainments

of the Bureau during OKAwA's years. In 1939 the Bureau was again annexed by Mantetsu. As

fbr the Bureau thereafter, HARA reports the Bureau's co-operation with the Research Institute

of Total War Abilities, created in 1940, and to the Union of Research Organisations on China,

created in 1942. The three organisatjons could not affbrd to conduct substantial research (HARA
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1984: 426-74).

   The research conducted by the Bureau had much to do with anthropology in terms of areas

and topics. The topics that were apparently anthropological, however, were not automatically

assigned to anthropologists. Only two anthropologists - Kiyoto FuRuNo (itiW?fiA), a

specialist ofreligious beliefs in Southeast Asia, and T6ichi MABucm (,eevaut"), a specialist of

society and religion ofTaiwanese Aboriginals and Indonesia - worked fbr the Bureau fbr some

time, as detailed by NAKAo in this volume.

   The Taiheiy6 Ky6kai (JttilZ?¥esig) or the Institute of the Pacific was created as a juridical

fbundation on the initiative ofYUsuke TsuRuMi (renmaMpt) in 1938, who directed the institute

as the manager-director thereafter. The stated objective of the institute was to build and

reiterate proposals on the stqte's policy on problems concerning the Pacific. The institute's

constitution plainly stated imperialist interests and specified the agenda of solutions to be

sought: Japan's demographic issues, policies on emigration and exploration, trade barriers, fair

distribution of resources, peacefu1 change of territories, etc. The constitution also stated that

the institute should conduct research on issues from both sides of the Pacific concerning

politics, diplomatie relations, culture, national defence, economy, trade, transportation,

industry, finance, resources, land use, races, social conditions, etc., in order to resolve these

issues.]) TsuRuMI continued to be a prominent politician during the war, and it is said that the

institute was financially supported by the military through his personal connections (KuGAi

1981). The institute was very active in publication. In contrast, the institute has remained

almost un-addressed by post-war reviewers of wartime science and thought. The institute

attracted many anthropologists. The institute will be discussed in more detail below.

   The lmperial University of Tokyo reorganised the small Institute of Anthropology into a

department in the Faculty of Science in 1939. The Institute of Anthropology was established as

early as in 1893, but it had only been giving classes in the Departments of Zoology and

Geology. Taihoku Imperial University also had the Dozokujinshugaku K6za ( l:{Z} ' Jvptngas

pt) or the Institute of Ethnology in 1928. Thus anthropology had exploited a small position in

universities, but the Department of Anthropology at the Imperial University of Tokyo was

the first department that anthropology obtained in the history of universities in Japan and its

colonies. The document that explained the object to establish the Department mentioned the

contemporary situation of Japan, as a colonial empire intensifying relations with peoples of

Manchuria, China and Russia, and emphasised the timely importance of anthropological

studies of those peoples (University of Tokyo 1987: 556-71). The Department was primarily

oriented to physical anthropology. Among the staff rnembers, only Ken'ichi SuGiuRA (Jfll?utre

-), a reseEu;ch assistant, was considered a specialist, not of minzokugaku (ethnology), but of

dozolimgaku (ethnography).

   The Teikoku Gakushiin (Jfi7mu4±we) or the Imperial Academy created the T6a Sho-

minzoku Ch6sa Iinkai (Mdi:KKtasuff¢Rg, the Research Committee on East Asian
Peoples) in 1940, for which about twenty people, including EnkU UNo (tli nN.t'ttS), Eiichir6

IsHIDA, Hiroshi OiKAwA (twJIIZ) and Iichi OGucHi (riNl]de") worked. The stated mission of

the committee was to conduct research and compile encyclopaedic data on the Asian minzoku

(Nue, ethnos, peoples andlor nations) in the geographical extension from Siberia southward to

Indonesia and fi;om Micronesia westward to Xiajiang and Tibet (GoTO 1988: 945). The

committee published a gazetteer ofpeoples' proper names (Imperial Academy 1944). The

committee sent out Eiichir6 IsHIDA to Sakhalin to conduct research on the peoples living there.

SAsAKi in this volume examines the ethnographical report he wrote on the basis of this

research.

   The Minzoku Kenkynjo (tctailJFZEIf, the Ethnic Research Institute) was created under the

auspices of the Ministry ofEducation in 1943. The government's decree, issued on 18 January

1943, simply stated, `The Ethnic Research Institute shall conduct research on peoples in order

to contribute to the minzoku seisaku (Rtaieft:X, the ethnic policy)' caE 1(2): 117, 1943). The
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initial staffmembers consisted oftwenty-one people. In 1944, another fourteen were recruited,

among whom were Eiichir6 IsHIDA and Kiriji IMANisHi who later worked fbr the Notheast

Institute (see below). Academic backgrounds ofthe staffmembers were varied, and their styles

of study were more or Iess inter-disciplinary. To identify their specialties according to the

primary disciplines in which they worked in post-war years, we find:

In sociology: Yasuma TAKATA (di' Mff,ee, also known as an economist, the director-general),

Eiz6 KoyAMA (ziNLtllee=' , the head of the Second and Fourth Departments), Tatsumi MAKiNo

(eEkn$P, also known as historian), Hiroshi OiKAwA (rural sociology), Kaaji NAiTO (PkJmeeede,

rural sociology) and Seiichi NAKANo (Pii wr?fi-),

In anthropology: Masao OKA (maiEtw, the head of the Administrative and Second

Departments), Kiyoto FuRuNo (the head of the Third and Fifth Departments), Ken'ichi
SuGiuRA and Jir6 SuzuKi (ea7I<[IRK),

In history: Namio EGAMi (i]l-Ii2gEJtl), Shinobu IwAMuRA (JtlNIIII), T6ru SAGucHi (thnE) and

Satoshi NAKAJIMA (PP metw),

In archaeology: Ichir6 YAwATA (Aos"RB),

In fblktale studies: Yasumoto ToKuNAGA (twJfi<M51]) and Keigo SEKi (reXtwEAL),

In linguistics: Takeshi SHIBATA (eeMGII),

In religious studies: Sh6k6 WATANABE (ueveHe,flEi).

For other fburteen persons their primary disciplines are unidentifiable ouE 1(7): 73, 1943; JJIE

2(415): 71, 1944).

   As already noted, this classification is rather artificial, but it roughly indicates the inter-

disciplinary nature ofthe institute.

   The institute dispatched staff members abroad for field research:

Namio EGAMI and Yasumoto ToKuNAGA to North China and Inner Mongolia for one month in

1943,

Eiz6 KoyAMA, Chikayuki HATToRi and T6ru SAGucHi to Manchuria and North China for one

month in 1943 to collect data on ethnic policy (JJE 1(8): 76, 1943),

Tatsumi MAKINo and Kanii NAiTO to Hainan Island fbr two months (by commission of the

Navy) and then to South China fbr one month C]:JE 1(1O): 85, l943),

Kiyoto FuRuNo and Hiroshi OiKAwA to the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Java, Celebes, French

Indochina and Thai from the end of 1943 (or the beginning of 1944) fbr six months (at the

commission of the Army),

Masao OKA and Motomu MATsuuRA to Manchuria (at the invitation of Manchukuo) and to

North China, fbr one month altogether in 1944 Q:]IE 2(213): 66; Minzoku kenkyti 3(112): 40,

1945),

Masao OKA to Manchukuo, North China and Inner Mongolia for forty days for the sake of co-

ordination among related research institutes in those areas (A(finzoku kendyti 3(112): 40, 1945),

Shinobu IwAMuRA, Shinobu ONo, T6ru SAGucHi and Masami KAwANism to North China and

Inner Mongolia for three months in 1944 for Muslim studies,

Namio EGAMI to Inner Mongolia for three months in 1994 fbr research ofLama Buddhism,

Sh6k6 WATANABE and K6ichir6 KoJiMA to Tibet and Chinhai fbr three months In 1944, -

Tadamitsu AsANo to Yunnan, etc., fbr two months in 1944 fbr research on the tusi (local chieD

SYstem,2)

Eiz6 KoyAMA to Manchuria and North China fbr one month in 1944, and

Minoru AsANo to Xirijiang fbr three months in 1944 (A(finzoku kenltyn 3(112): 40, 1945).

   Thejournal that the Soeiety ofEthnology published under the title ofMinzoku kenkyu' had

only one number issued, with the indication of `vol. 3, nos. 112,' on 30 August 1945, i.e. the

end of the month in the middle of which Japan had surrendered to the Allied Powers. This

issue announced the decision that fourteen staff members were to be sent to Manchuria, Inner

Mongolia and North China fbr six months (A4inzoku kenkyti 3(112): 42 1945). They actually

went to their destinations in July 1945 in the midst ofchaotic turbulence.
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   All research teams except one were dispatched to the areas in and around China,

Manchuria and Inner Mongolia. Numerous though the occasions of field research was, each

research team spent only a briefperiod compared with a standard field research conducted in

later years such the as 1980s and 1990s. This institute will be further discussed below.

   In the colonies, Taihoku Imperial University had the Nanp6 Jinbun Kenkyujo (rkJEi]NJt

fiJfXjlFf, the Institute of Southern Cultures) in 1943. The staff members of the institute were

recruited from the Institute of Ethnology (Dozokujinshugaku K6za) at the university: Nenoz6

UTsusHiKAwA (eJlll:Zme) and Nobuto MiyAMoTo (gJzlgpt.Av). T6ichi MABucHi and Tadao

KANo also joined the institute (see NAKAo in this volume).

   The Tairiku Sigenkagaku Kenkyaje (JitwafiualiliagEJfeeEIf, the Research Institute fbr the

Continental Resource Sciences) was established in Keijo Imperial University in 1945. It was in

July of that year when the Institute sent Seiichi IzuMi out to Mongolia fbr research (IzuMI

1972).

   After Manchukuo was created by the Guandong Army, several research institutes were

established in Manchuria and neighbouring areas. The M6ko Zenrin Ky6kai (XiSifsethig,

the Mongolian Friendship Association) was created with an aid from Japan's Ministry of

Foreign AffLiirs in 1934. Some sources on the Association mention the Ch6sabu (sufigB, the

Research Department) and the M6ko Kenkybjo (XitireFnrvf, the Mongolian Research
Institute). It is not clear whether the two were one and the same. The research fimction of the

Association was later restructured into the Seihoku Kenkyajo (thatlefnDf, the Northwest

Institute), with several anthropologists among its staffr members, such as Kioji IMANisHi (`<>th

$MM), Eiichir6 IsmDA and Tadao UMEsAo (beNreNl;il) (Mlnzoku kenkyti 3(1/2): 40-1, 1945).

The Inner Mongolian Government, a local government supported and controlled by the

Japanese Army, had the M6ko Bunka Kenkyajo (XiliJS[Itrefeejlf, Mongolian Cultural

Institute). The'Ethnic Research Institute conducted its last research project by dispatching a

group of fourteen researchers to Mongolia, Manchuria and North China in July 1945. It was

reported that the project was to be conducted with the aid from the Northwest Institute and the

Mongoian Cultural Institute (Minzoku kenklyti 3(112): 42 1945). Manchukuo established

Kenkoku (Jiangue) University (eeegJlt4), which had a Department of Ethnology. This can

also be considered in relation to the wanime simation in Manchuria. Tokuz6 OMAcHi, who had

worked under the fblklorist Kunio YANAGITA, was a leading figure of the department (NAKAo

1994).

Anthropotbgisation qfthe needed knowletige in the devetoping war

The various institutes, which I have surveyed either along the axis lines or the secondary

developments of the scientific mobilisation, recruited anthropologists among their staff

members. In most cases, the mobilisation of anthropologists andlor anthropological

knowledge was conducted by the initiative of agents external to anthropology.

Anthropologists passively responded to the request from the mobilisation agents. The only

exception to this general trend was the Ethnic Research Institute that, according to the idea

broadly held by Japanese anthropologists today, was established in response to an active

request made by anthropologists. Another feature discernible in the way anthropologists

were mobilised was that most mobilisation agents incorporated anthropologists into the

scientific frameworks they had already fbrmulated. As noted befbre, anthropology was

generally considered a special discipline on primitive peoples and cultures. There were,

however, two exceptional agents that tried to give a new, enlarged definition to anthropology

into which to incorporate anthropological knowledge. One of the two was the Ethnic

Research Institutes it was exceptional both in making a positive approach to the scientific
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mobilisation from within anthropology, and in that it tried to innovate anthropology. The

other agent that tried to encourage a substantial change in anthropology was the Institute of

the Pacific. In contrast to the Ethnic Research Institute, the Institute of the Pacific

approached anthropology from without and tried to re-interpret anthropology in terms ofnew

missions. Chronologically, the project of the Institute of the Pacific preceded the

establishment of the Ethnic Research Institute.

   To look back upon the scientific mobilisation in humanities and social sciences in

general, the kind of knowledge that was urgently needed was basically anthropological in

that the knowledge was concerned with peoples of exotic cultures in fbreign lands,

particularly the local peoples in the battlefields whose military forces Japan was fighting

against, and whose civilians Japan had to govern. It was all the more important when the

needed knowledge was sharply focused on a particular people of a particular place in a

particular situation in the process ofwar. As was noted above, when a body of encyclopaedic

knowledge could answer the request of infbrmation, as was the case with early publications

of the East-Asiatic Economic Investigation Bureau (the series of publications on the South,

fbr instance), anthropology used to be assigned the classic role ofthe provider of infbrmation

on primitive culture of minority peoples in the peripheries. Specialists of other disciplines

could collect such anthropological knowledge from literary sources. The necessity of

anthropological knowledge did not immediately mean the necessity of anthropologists.

When the developing war urged social scientists to provide more practically reliable

knowledge on the areas where actual battles and administration had to be conducted,

responsible social scientists could turn to anthropology, not only as a source of knowledge

but also as apertinent, empirical method for obtaining the needed knowledge.

IV Approach to anthropology from without: Ybshitar6 HiRANo's Ethno-Ilolitik and

   the Institute of the Pacific

Ybshitaro- thR.4ivo

Yoshitar6 HiRANo (SIZnyeeJts<RK), who lead the academic research and publications of the

Institute of the Pacific, was typical of those social scientists who approached anthropology

from without. Befbre examining HiRANo's contributions to and impacts on anthropology, it

is necessary to have a look at his life as a whole, since several commentators have published

critical reviews of his academic works, but uniformly ignored his approach to anthropology.

In the context of social sciences in Japan at the beginning of the twenty-first century, it may

appear entirely strange to try to examine the wartime HiRueLNo from the perspective of his

relationship with anthropology, which is exactly what I am going to do here. The

commentators concentrated their attention to the tenkO (conversion or apostasy) he made in

the late 1930s and to the contrast, or the contradictions, fbund between the theories and

philosophies he expressed in his publications before and after the conversion. A brief

summary of his life is helpfu1 to understand why the current attempt in this chapter may

appear strange in relation with the preceding reviews ofhis life and works.

   HiRANo lived a dramatic life marked by a conversion he made in the 1930s and by

another he made just after the war. In the late 1920s, he made a brilliant debut as a promising
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scholar with his Marxist interpretation of civil and labour laws. In 1930, he met with a

sanction by the Special High Police and was ousted from the Imperial University of Tokyo,

where he had been associate professor at the Faculty of Law. Then as a free scholar out of

office in any university, he joined the group of Marxist social scientists that edited and

published the series of books known as the Mhon shihonshugi hattatsu-shi ko-za (Standard

lectures on the developmental history of the Japanese capitalism) (NoRo et al. 1932-33). The

publication of the series provoked a heated controversy between the editors and their

supporters, named after the series as the K6za-ha (scpt21k, the Standard Lecture School), and

another group of Marxist economists known as the R6n6-ha (elieetfik, the Labourer-Peasant

School). HiRANo lead the K6za-ha in that controversy. The primary issues of debate were

how to define the politico-economic class-structure of the Japanese imperial regime that had

been maintained since the Meiji Restoration, and how to formulate the programme of

revolution for reiterating a socialist regime in Japan. Most social scientists of the K6za-ha

were closely associated with the then unlawfu1 Japanese Communist Party, and they

accepted the theoretical instmctions given by the Communist International. The controversy

continued fbr several years until 1936 when it was fbrcibly terminated with the arrest of the

primary K6za-ha discussants, including HiRANo. Soon after that incident, the leading

discussants of the R6n6-ha were also arrested. HiRANo was released without being indicted;

it was publicly propagated that he had stated tenkb ovAGAoKA 1984, 1985).

   Then HiRANo transfbrmed himselfinto a vehement Asianist ideologue. In 1939, he joined

the Institute of the Pacific as the head of the Planning Department (later as the head of the

Research Department) and lead a large part of the research projects and publications of the

institute until the institute ceased to function in 1946. Under his leadership, the institute was

extremely productive in disseminating practical infbrmation on Southeast Asia and the South

Pacific (see below). In the early years when he worked fbr the institute, he also participated

in the research on rural customs in North China, a project of the Sixth Research Committee

at the East Asia Institute (FuKusHiMA l981). Besides those contributions to the projects of

the two institutes, he published numerous articles and books and presented his own Asianist

philosophy on the one hand and his ideas on the colonial and military administration of the

South on the other. It is through the projects of the Institute of the Pacific that he made an

active approach to anthropology. No sooner than the war ended, however, he successfu11y

managed to recover his academic authority at least in a Marxist circle of intellectuals and

socio-political movements. He apparently made a second tenkO to survive the drastic change

in the academic sector of society, which was brought about by the occupation administration

of the Allied Powers. He lived the rest of his life as a prominent figure in numerous

organisations, both international and domestic, that worked for democracy-promoting, anti-

imperialist and peace-seeking movements, all closely associated with the Japanese

Communist Party. Academically he was extremely productive, too, although he regained no

position in universities until he was appointed professor at Ryukoku University when he was

sixty-nine (Biographical note, HIRANo Yositar6 Hito To Gakumon Henshaiinkai 1981).

   Thus HiRANo's life consisted of three periods distinguished by two times of conversion.

In the first period, he was a leading Mamist social scientist and categorically critical of the

autocratic imperial regime. In the second period, he was an active advocate of the Asianist
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ideology and gave his enthusiastic support to the same regime. As the war ended, he made a

second conversion in the exactly opposite direction to the first. The two conversions

altogether make his whole life appear like this (which accords to the view commonly

presented by the reviewers of his life and works): with the first conversion, he made a

`deviation' from the initial course but with the second he abandoned the `deviated' course
                           )
and made another start along a course that was in the same line as his `own' initial course.

This is an extremely simplified summary ofhis life, which should actually have been fu11 of

dramas accompanied with interpretations and re-interpretations. It is inferred that he should

have struggled strenuously with the circumstances in which he strived fbr retaining or

recovering authority through his second conversion, because any organisations in which he

attempted to obtain a position of authority accused, at least in appearance, any agents, both

individuals and organisations, that could be suspected of complicity with the wartime

autocratic regime. He had tojoin the accusation ofcomplicity and at the same time he had to

avoid being blamed by the same accusation. He was not alone in that struggle, so that he

could be a source of political turmoil within the circle to which he sought affiliation. He

eventually managed to recover his authority in Marxist-wing academy, social movements

and political organisations. Once he succeeded in this, his authority in turn suppressed the

memory of his past complicity with the wartime autocratic regime, at least among his fe11ows

and fo11owers. wren he passed away in 1980 at the age ofeighty-two, quite a fewjournals of

law dedicated special issues to his memory, but none ofthem frankly mentioned his works in

the early 1940s. Very little has been written, either by himself or by others, about his life

during the years of complicity with the wartime regime and his life during the years

immediately after the war.

   The unique life of HiRANo attracted several commentators, who comrnonly reviewed his

life and works out of an ethical interest in social responsibilities of intellectuals in the

wartime situation. Hence, only the first of HiRANo's two conversions was highlighted; with

that conversion, he betrayed, so the commentators criticised, not only himselg the prominent

Marxist theorist HiR.ANo, but also the roles that the commentators expected Marxist

intellectuals to have played in pre-war years in criticising and resisting Japan's imperial

autocracy. In their views, HiRANo's works in the second period ofhis life scarcely deserved a

serious examination; it needs to be referred to only in order to ascertain how contradictory

the ideology he presented in the second period was to that ofthe first period. The reviewers

found only one clue that might possibly interpret his first conversion: his discussions about

moral solidarity of rural communities. HiRANo insisted in the second period that communal

solidarity was one of the moral principles upon which the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity

Sphere should be based. He continued to intensively study Chinese society during his years

at the Institute of the Pacific and argued that both Japanese and Chinese rural cOmmunities

were integrated upon a similar kind of familial or fraternal solidarity that should be the

common moral basis fbr Japan's project of constructing the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity

Sphere. Some commentators found that, in his early works as a Marxist scholar, he had

argued fbr the Germanic tradition of law in Europe as a better model to be applied to

Japanese society; that tradition comprised the communal title of land in contrast to the

Roman tradition comprising the private title. HiR.ANo was, so the reviewers concluded,
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among those left-wing intellectuals who converted from Marxism to Japanese or Oriental

communalism. Thus, even if the reviewers tried to probe into HiRANo's works in the second

period, they only referred to his works on China OIAGAoKA 1984, 1985; IsHiDA, T. 1984;

OGuRA 1989; AKisADA 1996). Because of the implicit assumption that they shared, the

reviewers commonly failed to examine HiRANo's works in the second period of his life as a

whole. My interest in HiithNo is primary focused on his positive approach to anthropology,

which he made while carrying out his project at the Institute of the Pacific. In order to

examine this aspect of his project, it is indispensable to make an entirely different approach

to HiRANo than that of the reviewers. Moral implications of the whole trajectory of his life,

comprising two times ofconversion, are a matter ofsecondary concern in this paper. First, it

is necessary to analytically separate the second period of his life from other periods and to

examine what he academically conducted through his affiliation with the Institute of the

Pacific.

H)RANo 's projeet on the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity ,!lphere

With those preparatory considerations, I can now' proceed to an examination of HiRANo's

works that had to do with anthropology. As noted before, he joined the Institute of the

Pacific in 1939. What is conspicuous with the works he conducted at the institute is that from

the beginning he appears to have had a well articulated programme for his project and

attempted to reiterate it even until the last months of the war when it was undoubtedly

apparent to infbrmed people, including himsel£ that Japan had no other choice than to
surrender to the Allied Powers. In 1940 he made two trips to the South, first to Hainan Island

and then to Japanese Micronesia, the Philippines, and Celebes in Dutch Indonesia. He was

accompanied by Kerlji KiyoNo on the second trip. At the beginning of the next year, and

soon after Japan started the war against the USA and the AIIied Powers, HiRANo together with

KiyoNo published a book that, according to the epigraph, was supposed to be the report of

their joint fieldtrip to the South (HiRANo and KiyoNo 1942). It was the first book he

published after he joined the institute. In his part of the book, HiRANo presented his ideas on

a variety oftopics that altogether constituted a sort of general outline of the whole works that

he was to conduct in the fbllowing years at the institute. In the consecutive years until 1945,

he published three separate books (1943d, 1944b, 1945b), each containing freshly written

papers as well as those papers already published elsewhere. The last of those books, in which

he presented his grand ideology of Great Asianism most comprehensively, was released in

June 1945. It means that he publicised his ideological complicity with the imperial regime in

a most conclusive form only two months before Japan surrendered. In two other books, he

elaborated his arguments on ethnic government (or policy) in more detail, but he eventually

gave no substantial change to the ideas he had presented in the first book. This is whyInoted

that from the beginning he had a well-articulated programme fbr his project at the institute.

       According to this programme, HIRANo's ultimate purpose was to provide the

autocratic imperial regime with scientific endorsement for the regime's project of

constmcting the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere. HIRANo interpreted the project in

terms of the fo11owing tasks (the numbers are added):
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1) Japan shall be the leading super-power to the whole Co-Prosperity Sphere;

2) The nations and ethnicities in the Pacific region shall be induced to positively co-operate

   with Japan in the construction ofthe Co-Prosperity Sphere;

3) The Co-Prosperity Sphere shall establish a broad and selfisufficient regional economy;

4) The natural resources in the Western colonies that the American and British imperialism

   has wilfu11y left neglected shall be exploited;

5) Any attempts of international invasion made by the USA and Britain shall be responded

   with the allied military defence ofmernber nations;

6) The nations and ethnicities that have been exploited by the USA, Britain and other

   [Western] powers shall be liberated;

7) The nations and ethnicities within the Co-Prosperity Sphere shall develop trade relations

   with one another;

8) The fraternal nations and ethnicities neighbouring with each other in the Co-Prosperity

   Sphere shall be united spiritually and culturally, through good-will friendship relations;

   and
9) Thus the nations and ethnicities in the Co-Prosperity Sphere shall attain the development

   ofthe whole ofEast Asia. (HiRANo's `Introduction', HIRANo and KIyoNo 1942: 1)

Those issues can be further grouped into the fbllowing three agendas.

the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere (task 9),

In order to construct

A) Culturally and spiritually, Japan has to unite the supposed member nations through a

   unique, communal and fraternal solidarity (tasks 1, 2 and 8).

B) Militarily, Japan and the member nations have to communally defend themselves against,

   and liberate themselves from, the imperial irtvasion and domination by the Western

   countries, and the USA and Britain in panicular (tasks 5 and 6).

C) Economically, Japan and member states have to develop a selflsufficient regional economy

   through exploitation of so far intact natural resources and organising internal trade (tasks 3,

   4 and 7).

In theory, those agendas should be equally pursued throughout the supposed Co-Prosperity

Sphere, but were further ramified by another factor, the regional division of the Co-

Prosperity Sphere. HiRANo adopted the then commonly accepted idea to conceive the Co-

Prosperity Sphere in terms of two sub-divisions: the so-called Japan-Manchuria-China Block

in the north and the Southern Co-Prosperity Sphere in the south, i.e. the tropical area

comprising Thailand and the Western colonies in Southeast Asia and the Pacific. The forrner

was supposed to constitute the core of the whole Co-Prosperity Sphere under the auspices of

Japan. In respect to the latter, HiRANo shared the stereotypical conception of the tropical

South: the natural environments in the South are so fecund that tropical peoples have failed

to advance towards civilisation but stayed in a low level of social and cultural evolution.

HiRANo thought it necessary for them to make a huge spiritual advancement by their own

endeavour if they were to be accepted into the Co-Prosperity Sphere as independent member

nations. Otherwise, they should only be induced to willingly co-operate with Japan on the

construction of the Co-Prosperity Sphere (task 2). Hence, agenda A was not so much

concerned with the Southern Co-Prosperity Sphere as with the northern block of Japan,

Manchuria and China. On the contrary, agenda B, particularly tasks 4 and 7, were more

concerned with the South. Agenda C was also a matter ofthe South.
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Great Asianism on the IVbrth

HiRANo approached the northern part ofthe Co-Prosperity Sphere in respect to agenda A and

only speculated about the grand philosophy of Japan's project. He tried to legitimise Japan's

policy of the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere by elaborating his argument fbr what

he called Dai-ojia-shugi (Jk 7 Y' 7 Ellec) or Great Asianism. By the Great Asianism he meant

a category of political philosophy that advocated fbr a democratic alliance of East Asian

peoples, particularly the Japanese and Chinese. His conception of the Great Asianism was

based on a conceptual construction of the ideological genealogy fi;om Nobuhiro SATO ({caIee

Eva) of the early nineteenth century, through T6kichi TARui (evX eeS) and Kentar6 Oi (JSc

#pt..JttMts), both of the middle Melji Era, to the contemporary ideologues, including himselg

vvho advocated fbr the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere. He presented an outline of

this idea of Great Asianism in the first book he published after he was affiliated to the

institute (HiRANo and KiyoNo 1942: 13-30). He then elaborated it in the last book he

published during the war (1945b). He interpreted that SuN Zhong-shan (esrp tu), the leader

ofthe 191 1 revolution that overthrew the Qing dynasty, advocated the same Great Asianism

and attempted to attain Chinese revolution through an alliance of the Chinese and Japanese

people (HiRANo and KiyoNo 1942: 24, 173-9, 224-5; HiRANo 1945b: 1-135). This

interpretation later aroused great anger from Yoshimi TAKEucHI ('th`IJEgga:), a prominent

scholar on Chinese literature, who criticised HiRANo as deforming SuN Zhong-shan's

philosophy (1993).

   As another effbrt of arguing fbr the prQject of Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere,

HiRANo tried to place that project on a sound moral base common to Oriental societies, and

he found it in a familial andior fratemal solidarity integrating rural communities. Although

he mentioned rural communities in Java and the Philippines (HiRANo 1943c: 174-83; 1944b:

21-5), he primariIy analysed the fraternal integration of rural communities in China as an

empirical endorsement ofhis argument (1945b).

indirect rule on the South: Ethno-Politik and anthropology

In contrast to China, he expected Southeast Asia to be an abundant source of vital resources,

but the local peoples were not partners with whom Japan shouldjointly construct the Co-

Prosperity Sphere. As already noted above, HiRANo represented tropical peoples in terms of

innate inability to advance towards civilisation; they should at best be guided to voluntarily

devote themselves to the victory of Japan. The most pertinent approach to them should be

what he called minzoku-seiji (KmaiESt?I", ethnic govemment or policy), which in later years he

rephrased in more authoritarian terms as minzoku-shido- (RthtRre, ethnic instruction).

HiRANo's conclusion on the Japanese policy for the South was the ethnic government of

indirect rule, a forrn of domination which he thought should be based on anthropology and

what he called `ethno-politics.'

   When HIRANo started his project at the Institute of the Pacific, Japanese military forces

were still fighting with CHIANG Kai-shek's Government (and the Communists) in China, but

the largest military target had shifted from that government itself to the several routes of

international aid supporting that government. It was for the sake ofblocking those routes that

Japan advanced its military front towards south, first to Guangdong, then to Hainan Island
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(1939) and to the northern part of French Indo-China (1940). Concomitantly, the USA,

Britain and Dutch Indonesia began to sanction Japan with a broad range of economic

embargos, in response to which Japan further intensified its military expansionism towards

the whole area of the supposed Southern Co-Prosperity Sphere. Therefbre, in reference to the

South, agendas B and C, particularly tasks 3, 4, 5 and 6, were closely related to each other.

   In order to formulate the Japanese policy for the South, HiRANo heavily relied upon two

realms of scientific research, which he indicated in German (as well as in Japanese) as Geo-

Politik and Ethno-Politik. Probably agenda B was too specialised a matter fbr HiRANo to try

an original fbrmulation. Instead, the Geo-Politik provided HiRANo with a framework and

vocabulary in terms of which he identified the areas of military and strategic importance,

where he then concentrated intensive investigations. He learned from Haushofer's geo-

political outlook on the Pacific (1942) that was published in the same year as HiRANo's first

book was. As mentioned above, soon after he joined the institute, he made two trips to the

South: from January to February 1941, he travelled Xiamen, Guangdong and Hainan Island

in South China. He then made another trip in May and June 1941, this time with KiyoNo,

and visited Palau in the Japanese territory in Micronesia, South Mindanao in the Philippines,

and Celebes in Dutch Indonesia. He interpreted the two routes ofhis trip as cross-cutting the

strategic line that connected Manila, Hong Kong and Singapore, a line demarcating the

Asian area dominated by the Western powers of the usA, Britain and Dutch Indonesia

(HiRANo and KiyoNo 1942: 33-43 et al.).3) By the first trip, HiRANo traced the route along

which the Japanese military fbrces had advanced to North Indo-China, where HiRANo had

once been. By the second trip, he made a hasty survey of the Western colonies that were to

be occupied by the Japanese military forces within half a year. When he made the second

trip, informed people like him could probal)ly foresee a development ofJapan's war towards

Southeast Asia in a near future. HiRANo might have simply shared a commonsensical view

on the war, but his knowledge ofHaushofer's (1942) geo-politics enabled him to recapitulate

the commonsensical view in a well-articulated perspective, in which he situated his future

projects at the Institute ofthe Pacific.

   HiRANo's trips to the South, as well as his fbrmer trip to China, gave him occasions of

directly experiencing local situations - climatic, environmental, material, economic, social,

political, religious and whatsoever - of the visited areas (HiRANo's part of HiRANo and

KiyoNo 1942: 33-214). It is inferred that he learned through those experiences the

importance for Japanese, who might have to do with local peoples in foreign lands, to know

the local situations in concrete terms. He tried to formulate an area of research that he

thought indispensable for making a practical approach to the local situations in the Co-

Prosperity Sphere and coined the word Ethno-Politik.

The objectives of the current volume is to deepen our recognition of those peoples with whom the

future policies of the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere should be concerned and, on the

basis of such recognition, to make the policies scientific. [...] Since seiji (rk?El, government or

policies) always have to be directed at a panicular minzoku (people, nation or ethnicity), we can

add the term minzoku to seiji-gaku (political science) and conceptualise minzoku-seiji-gaku (tc

ta == Ek?El4) or Ethno-Politik. We [the authors] think, it is the time to estahlish Ethno-Politik as

well as Geo-Politik; this is why our book is titled `Ethno-Politik.' (HiRtoLNo and KIyoNo 1942: 2-3)
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He dedicated a chapter in the book to the topic of minzoku-seiji (ethnic government

policy), in which he presented his idea on anthropology (then called minzoku-gaku

ethnology) and Ethno-Politik in more detail.

or

or

What we mean by ethnic govemment is a basic consideration fbr the policies ofhow Japan can

get together the peoples (or nations) inhabiting in the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere

and guide those native peoples to voluntarily wish to be active members of the Co-Prosperity

Sphere. [...] In order to construct [Japan as] a highly defensible state and to constmct a self

sufficient economic block, there are important issues to be solved concerning the exploitation

of indispensable natural resources, economic and trade issues, etc. At the sarne time, it is the

local native peoples that work for resource exploitation,･ production and transportation. If we

fail to recognise the significance oftheir culture, life style and customs, and ifwe don't know

how to mobilise those local peoples, then we shall fail in resource exploitation, too. Moreover,

the government ofEast Asia fbr the sake ofthe East Asian peoples shall finally be in the hand

of those native peoples themselves. Therefbre, the ethnic govemment [...] shall be paid more

attention than befbre, and we need to establish it firmly, [...] without which the tme Greater

East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere cannot be constructed (ibid.: 217-8).

   The peoples [in the Co-Prosperity Sphere] are extremely various and complicated in their

race, culture and polity, so that we shall adopt the policies that are fu11y customised to the

actual situations of those peoples [...]. Ethnology and sociology, which shall be in charge of

observing those people's contemporary situations, investigating their unique cultures, and

recognising their history, traditions, folk customs and social organisations, shall now inspire

themselves and, in collaboration with each other and with hnman geography, provide peninent

data for constructing our ethnic policies. Moreover, those disciplines should positively propose

a guideline fbr the construction of our ethnic policies (ibid.: 220).

Although he mentioned sociology as well as ethnolOgy in this citation, he

discussion about ethnology in more detail and, mentioning a rising interest

practical ethnology in Australia (the source of this information was SuGIuR-A,

wrote:

elaborated his

in political or

see below), he

Now at the present point of time, the political philosophy, including those cultural policies,

shall be constructed on the basis of ethnology. Then we can fbr the first time have scientific

ethno-politics (ibid.: 220).

   The fbrmulation of concrete policies fbr each particular people [...] should be conducted

separately from an axiomatic study of principles and final objectives of government [...].

Concrete policy planning shall be conducted in close collaboration with Angewandte

Ethnologie (applied ethnology), which in turn should be fu11y infbrmative of the fblk culture

and life customs of the peoples (ibid.: 222).

While ethnic-politics is imagined as a comprehensive scientific approach to the minzoku seiji

(ethnic government or policy), anthropology as `applied ethnology' is expected to be a

scientific medium for articulating ethnic government of indirect rule with the cultural

conditions of the ruled peoples. Almost everywhere in his discussion of ethnic government,

HiRANo mentioned a broad variety oftopics of applied ethnology (1943d, 1944b, 1944c). A

comprehensive understanding of the local peoples under Japanese rule - their social
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structure, customs, economic life, religious conceptions, hygienic and medical conditions,

etc. - is necessary, according to which specific policies should be fbrrnulated to placate,

administer and mobilise them. He even mentioned every detail of how Japanese should

approach local peoples: how local peoples were ditlerent in their characters and customs

(l942: 62-91; 1994b: 93-102), how Japanese could maintain authority over local peoples

(1943d: 42-3), how to control local people's rebellion through ajudicial system (1944b: 76-

87), how to court primitive people's favour through gift-giving (1944b: 164-8; 1944c), etc.

To develop cultural, medical and technical devices to assist Japanese in their adaptation to

the tropical environments of the South was another important task he expected from

ethnology and other sciences (HiRANo and KiyoNo 1942: 49-50). He apparently assigned

applied ethnology the task ofproviding detailed technical advices, whereas the philosophy of

ethnic government was considered a matter of ethnic-politics.

H)RAivo ls projeetfor his own publieations

As noted above, HiRANo thought that the most pertinent approach to the peoples in the South

should be ethnic government or ethnic instruction. In his argument fbr the Greater East Asia

Co-Prosperity Sphere, he categorically denounced the Western imperial domination of Asia

and the Pacific. Nevertheless, he fbund a model fbr Japan's approach to Southeast Asia in

the Dutch colonial administration of Indonesia. According to his summary, the Dutch

colonial government thoroughly controlled Indonesian peoples through a system of indirect

rule, consisting of a couple of strategic policies: to maintain the absolute authority of Dutch

colonial ofificers over any native peoples; to appoint native chiefs and let them control their

subjects in accordance to the native system of law and order; and to thoroughly restrict

external intervention into native affairs as far as naive peoples are effectively controlled by

the appointed native chiefs. The first policy was reiterated by constructing a caste-like

distance between the Dutch ofiicers and the native chiefs, and also by severe punishment of

native revolts by the use ofmilitary forces. The third policy consisted ofsuch measures as a

thorough neglect of providing natives with facilities of high education, a restriction of

fbrcing natives to speak Dutch, and discouraging economic development of native peoples.

Comparing it to the French policy of assimilation in Indo-China and the American cultural

policy of the Philippines, he found the Dutch style of indirect rule the most recommendal)le

fbr the coming rule of Indonesia by Japan. Hence he described the administrative system of

Dutch Indonesia in detail (HiRANo and KiyoNo 1942: 88-116). The book in which he

presented this idea of ethnic goverrment on Southeast Asia was released in February 1942.

He victoriously gave the date of finishing his introduction to the book as the 8`h ofDecember

1941, the day on which Japan's naval air fbrce attacked Pearl Harbor (ibid.: 3). Japanese

military forces invaded Westem colonies in Southeast Asia during the period of the two

dates. It is fairly inferred that he should have surely arrived at the idea before the Japanese

military fbrces took charge of governing Western colonies in Southeast Asia.

   In his consecutive publications, HiRANo recurrently addressed the Dutch colonial

administration of Indonesia (HiRANo 1943d: 22-65, 137-214; 1944b: 54-75). Though he

expanded his reference to Dutch sources of colonial policies in his later publications and

even mentioned a Dutch scholar who advocated a pro-independence policy, he always
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retumed to his original idea of indirect rule, presented in 1942, which he thought the Dutch

colonial administration reiterated in an ideal form. He then interpreted the policy of the

Japanese military governments in Indonesia as confbrming to his idea. Ironically, he was

getting more conservative as the political situations of the South changed drastically. From

his point of view, the peoples of the Philippines were entirely premature to have an

independent nation-state (HiRANo 1942). Even though the Philippines gained nominal

independence in 1943, he did not change his recognition ofthe Philippines and interpreted its

independence as solely due to the generosity granted by the Emperor (HiRANo 1944b: 46-8).

   Symbolic ofthe tendency that HiRANo was getting behind the times is his reference to the

Old-Custom Research Committee that the Japanese military government ofJava created. He

mentioned the membership of the committee, the majority of which consisted of most

infiuential Indonesian political and religious leaders. He interpreted the role ofthe committee

solely in terms of the academic research of old customs that should be conduced for the sake

of the Japanese military administration (1943d: 198). In reality, the committee was not

created for academic research, but as a political body in the process of tactical inter-plays

between the Indonesian leaders and the Japanese military government. By this body, the

military government expected to control the Indonesian leaders who sought full

independence of the whole of Indonesia as early as possible (Waseda University 1959: 403-

5). HiRANo's conservatism is also indicative of the fact that the Japanese military authorities

in Indonesia, and probably in other areas, were far better infbrmed of the volatile situations

of peoples under their rule, and therefore more plastic in designing their policy of

administration, than uninformed scholars staying in distant Japan. It may be argued that, to

that extent, the Japanese military authorities in the South were more realistic than

conservative ideologues like HiRANo in revising their programme fbr the war efliorts. The

rise of nationalism under Japanese military rule in Indonesia, as well as in Brunei, can be

understood in this perspective (see Hussainmiya in this volume).

   Within the framework of indirect rule, HiRANo made approaches to more practical issues

concerning ethnic government. The most practical objective fbr which Japan militarily

occupied Western colonies in Southeast Asia was to secure abundant sources of vital natural

resources. Exploitation of those resources should at best be conducted with voluntary co-

operation of the local peoples, who should be governed and mobilised effectively. As already

noted above in reference to his idea of ethno-politics, HmANo thought that Japanese

organisations and individuals should be well infbrmed of the actual situations of local

peoples in concrete terms. From this perspective, he extensively organised academic research

on Southeast Asia and the Pacific; he himselfpublished numerous anicles and volumes on

related topics; and he contributed to the publication of numerous books as a general editor.

   In his own publications on ethnic-politics fbr the Southern Co-Prosperity Sphere, HiRANo

addressed a broad variety of topics, among which were those issues directly related to the

military govemment ofthe occupied areas: the plural social structure, aclat law and customs,

the judicial system of Islam, judicial concerns of security and order, as well as the colonial

history and the colonial administrative system, of Dutch Indonesia; economic restructuring

of Indonesia under the Japanese rule; and policies of resource exploitation and trades in the

South (1943d, 1944b). Moreover, he even ventured to discuss anthropolegical topics such as:
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the ethnic characters of major minzoku (peoples) in Indonesia in their industrial and political

lives (1944b: 93-102); a theoretical survey ofprimitive economy and subsistence, conducted

from an evolutionary perspective (1943d: 215-45; 1944b: 121-96); various fbmis ofbeliefs

in the sun and heaven in Southeast Asia and China as a possible bridge fbr guiding peoples

of those areas to the worship of the flag of the Rising Sun and to the spirits represented by

the flag (1943d: 95-114). His interest in primitive economy was combined with another

interest in taxation and labour recruitment in the areas of primitive economy (1943d: 246-

58).

   HiRANo, while discussing those ethno-political topics, never failed to pay attention to the

Japanese scientists who had been and were conducting field research, and the scientific

institutes established by Japanese. agents in the South. He emphasised the necessity of

comprehensive and systematic field research on the South and listed research topics such as:

geology ofpetroleum and mining, chemical technology, tropical agriculture, botanical and

zoological studies of tropical environnients, water supply and hydroelectricity, geography,

medical science and Japanese adaptability, and especially ethnology for ethnic govemment

(HiRANo and KiyoNo 1942: 45, 49, 52-3, 75-7; HiRANo 1943b: 3; 1943d: 78-85, 289-312;

1944b: 103-20). HiRANo himself never went to the South again after the war began. The

Institute of the Pacific organised no projects of its own fbr overseas field research. But, it

does not mean that HiRANo and the institute were indifferent to field research. When the

Navy dispatched an expedition to New Guinea, the institute co-operated with the Navy in

recruiting scholars (HiRANo 1943a: 3). Seiichi IzuMi joined the expedition (see below), but

his biographical chronology indicates that he was commissioned the task of research by the

Institute ofthe Pacific (IzuMi 1972).

ilZ)izAivo ls projectfor thepublications of the institute of the Paeijie

On the other hand, HiRANo was quite industrial in disseminating knowledge about the South

in relation to Japan's war efTbrts. The Institute of the Pacific itself published the journal

7bihetyo- ( )ttgZ?IZ, The Pacific) and books; the institute also had numerous books published

by cornmercial publishers under the editorship of the institute. HiRANo's contribution to

those publications as a general editor is ascertained either by his contribution of

introductions to them or by the colophons having his name. Among the publications edited

by HiRANo are fbund the fbllowing books:

jFbeench Ihdo-China: Government and econonry, edited by the Institute of the Pacific, October

   1940. A general sourcebook with emphasis on government, industry, trade and immigrant

   Chinese. This volume was broadly accepted and the seventh printing was issued within

   two years after the initial release.

South Slaa lslands: Its tsicl geogrqpiry and its resources, edited by the Institute of the Pacific,

   December 1940. A collection of academic papers on miscellaneous topics of natural

   sciences, each authored by a specialist. The physical anthropologist Kotondo HAsEBE (ftA

   esEA) contributed a chapter on the physics of the Para-Micronesian Islands.

Great South Sleas: Its tsiof culture and its soil, edited by the Institute ofthe Pacific, May 1941.

   Also a collection of academic papers on miscellaneous topics, each authored by a

   specialist. The anthropologists Ken'ichi SuGiuRA contributed an essay on colonial

   administration.
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AJdture and peoples of the Philippines, edited by the Institute of the Pacific, June 1942. A

   sourcebook on natural geography, peoples and cultures, economy, and political status.

   Each chapter is authored by an identifiable person. When this volume was issued, the

   Philippines had already been under Japan's military rule. Tadao KANo, Tomokazu
   MiyosHI (=' trma-F), Ichir6 YAwATA and Keaji KIyoNo contributed chapters on biology,

   dominant peoples and primitive cultures.

IVew Guinea: Peoples and natural environments, edited by the Institute of the Pacific, May

   1943. 0ftwenty-three chapters, only four were contributed by Japanese, including kyoNo

   on the etlmography ofWest New Guinea. The rest were all translations ofDutch sources.

Keaji KiyoNo, Zhe Pacijic ethnology, edited by the Institute of the Pacific, May 1943. An

   ethnographic overview of Southeast Asia and the Pacific, written in the old style

   characteristic of colonial anthropology. Although this volume was published as authored

   by KiyoNo, it was a summary compilation based on a German sourcebook. Soon after this

   book was published, a reviewer seriously doubted KiyoNo's academic morality (KoJIMA

   1943).

711ie Sblomon lslancts and acijacent islancis: Geograpity andpeoples, edited by the Institute of

   the Pacific, August 1943. A collection of papers on natural geography, ethnology,

   ethnography, religion and culture change, covering a broad area comprising the Solomons,

   New Hebrides, New Guinea, and some parts of Polynesia. HiRANo in his' introduction

   admitted that this volume was planned as the military fbrefront had extended to the

   Solomons (HIRANo 1943b: 5). When this volume was published, battles were still fought in

   the area. Keaji KIyoNo contributed a chapter on Melanesian ethnography and geography

   and another on the New Guinean ethnography, SuGIuRA on the natives of the Solomons,

   and Michio AoyAMA (fithgJtl) on the customary law of the Trobriands. HiR.ANo himself

   wrote a long chapter on Melanesian primitive society and economy (HiRANo 1943b). The

   volume contains three translated chapters ofR. C. Thurnwald, H. I. Hogbin and M. Mead

   on Bougainville, the Ontong Java and Samoa, respectively.

Keaji KiyoNo, Sletmatran studies, edited by the Institute of the Pacific, August 1943. 0nly one

   among the three parts of this volume was KIyoNo's work. The other two parts consisted of

   ethnography on major peoples in Sumatra, all translated anthologies ofWestern sources.

711ie ocean and rivens in the Pacijic, edited by the Institute of the Pacific, December 1943. An

   academic collection of geological and geographical papers. Keriji KIyoNo contributed a

   chapter on the records ofJapanese who drifted through the Pacific in the Edo era.

New CZiledbnia and acijacent islancls, edited by the Institute of the Pacific, May 1944. An

   encyclopaedic sourcebook- on the New Hebrides, the Torres Strait Islands, Uvea and

   Futuna, in addition to New Cqledonia. Although those islands were on the other side of the

   fbrefi;ont of Japan's Navy, HiRANo explains that the area deserves scientific studies

   because of their geo-political importance (HiR.ANo 1944a). Keriji' KiyoNo contributed a

   chapter on ethnography of New Caledonia and the Royalty Islands. The majority of

   chapters were authored by `Research Department, Institute ofthe Pacific,' i.e. actually by ,

   anonymous wrlters.
71he Pacijic Region: Peqples and cultures, vol. 1, edited by the Institute of the Pacific, May

   1944. A collection of academic papers, each authored by a specialist. As anthropological

   essays, Tadashi Oi (JJS<X:[[Il) contributed a chapter on `The Islam among primitive peoples

   in Indonesia,' Nobuhiro MATsuMoTo (zaJ!IgEee) on `The origin of the Annamese,' Tadao

   KANo on `The Yami of Botel Tobago and flying fish,' and Hisakatsu HulKATA on `The

   Palauas in their legends and ruins.' This volume may be seen as edited in a way entirely

   free from practical considerations of academic knowledge.

thr those who volunteerfor service in the Sbuth, edited by the Institute of the Pacific, June

   1944. A small sized book providing practical know-how to adapt to the environments in

   the South, particularly to the tropical climates, diseases and native peoples.
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Edward H. Man, 7)he ATicobar lslancls and theirpeople, edited and translated by the Institute of

   the Pacific, September 1944. HIRANo's introduction emphasises the geo-political

   importance of the Nicobar and Andaman Islands, mentioning the symbolic implications of

   the Andamanese penal colony for the Indian independence movement. Moreover, he

   details what is expected of ethnology in the context of military approach to primitive

   peoples like the inhabitants ofthe Nicobars and the Andamans (HIRANo 1944c).

Seiichi FuJIHARA, 71eie IVbw Hebrides lslancts, edited by the Institute of the Pacific, November

   1944. HiRANo in his introduction to this volume emphasised the geo-political importance

   of the New Hebrides Islands, fbresaw that they could be a Japanese military base in a near

   future, and explained that this volume was meant to be a military topography, although not

   fu11y complete (HiRteLNo 1944b).

Seiichi IzuMi and Makoto SuzuKi (es7i<ta), Peoples in Mest IVew Guinea, edited by the

   Institute ofthe Pacific, November 1944. Ethnography based on the authors' field research.

   They joined the Naval expedition to West New Guinea (see below).

Hiroshi KoBAyAsm (tiNi)tintAu) and Bin HATToRI (Ett$tw), Ib?gienic conditions in }Vlest AJew

   Guinea, edited by the Institute of the Pacific, February 1945. The authorsjoined the same

   Naval expedition as IzuMi and SuzuKi did. This book was written as a practical guide fbr

   the emigrants, containing information on local hygienic conditions, endemic diseases,

   climates, fbod and the necessary goods to be carried.

Sadao MITsuMoRi (=' ptfEce), Burma and Shan: Peqples and natural environments, edited by

   the Institute of the Pacific, February 1945. In his introduction, HIRANo rnentioned the three

   main routes connecting Burma and Yunnan, all running through the area addressed in this

   volume (HiRANo 1945a). When he wrote the introduction in June 1944, the Japanese Army

   was still fighting in the area.

thRAivo as aproducer ofethnovolities and anthropology

The list ofpublications is in itself impressive. The volumes edited as collections of academic

papers are all voluminous, consisting of original works. On the other hand, the majority of

the sourcebooks on particular areas were hastily produced and may be doubted fbr their

academic level and practical usefulness. Probably the quality of the infbrmation provided in

those sourcebooks was mixed and remained to be of a kind of military topography at best.

The information on local society, economy and culture in particular was mostly extracted

from published Western sources, and inevitably had to do with past affairs. The sourcebooks

could not provide the kind of infbrmation that was concerned with the on-going affairs in

each area, with which the Japanese agents, military and civil, should negotiate. In this

respect, HiRANo and the Institute of the Pacific could not be compared to the Mantetsu

Research Department in China. In terms oftiming, most sourcebooks were published too late

to be actually used by military people on site. Some of them were released even after

Japanese troops had already retreated from the areas. But, some ofthem were concerned with

the areas where Japanese military fbrces could not afford to reach. Thus those volumes

emphatically attest HiRANo's endeavour to fbresee or fbllow the geographical development

of the war in Southeast Asia and the Pacific, and publish sourcebooks on the areas that

turned out to be of crucial geo-political significance fbr Japan's military operations. His

attention to the practical value of anthropology and related sciences is well represented in the

pUblication ofmanuals for tropical life, too.

   Very little is known about the internal organisation of the Institute of the Pacific. It does
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not appear to have had a large body of staff members. Keaji KiyoNo was a regular associate

ofthe institute; he was a close partner ofHiRANo in the latter's project, particularly in respect

to ethnographic infbrmation. Perhaps HiRANo alone was the regular member of the institute

in charge of his project. Several sourcebooks in the list contain anonymously authored

chapters. Most chapters in the sourcebooks were based on information from Western

sources, which had to be translated into Japanese. It is inferred that HiRANo had a large

workforce of anonymous writers and translators behind the project. If it was actually the

case, HiRANo was competent in managing the project ofpublishing those volumes.

   Moreover, the project of publishing those sourcebooks on strategic areas was coupled

with his ethno-political speculation on military and colonial administration, and further with

his ideology of Great Asianism. In the abilities of allocating intensive area studies within the

grand perspective of the Co-Prosperity Sphere, fbreseeing or fbllowing the geographical

development of military operations, designing a set of relevant research on each targeted

area, and organising researchers and authors, no anthropologists could have rivalled HiRANo.

An episode emphatically illustrates how HiRANo was different from professional

anthropologists. The last wartime issue, released in August l945, of the journal of the

Society of Ethnology contained the record of a round-table discussion, held in September

1944. In that discussion, Masao OKA, the head of the Administrative Department at the

Ethnic Research Institute, regretfu11y stated: `If anthropologists had realised the importance

of studying the Katchin, then [our] ethnic studies could have sufficiently served in the

current war in North Burma' (OKA in UNo et al. 1945: 27). In contrast, HiRANo had

published MiTsuMoRi's sourcebook on the Shan and the Katchin, even as late as February

1945, and explained in the introduction he contributed to the book, dated in June 1944, the

strategic importance of the areas inhabited by the two peoples for Japanese military

operations (HiRANo 1945a).

   In summary, HiRANo worked as a competent and productive agent of scientific and

ideological mobilisation. He recognised the wartime situation of Japan and the alleged Co-

Prosperity Sphere in a broad, comprehensive perspective, in which he identified the expected

roles of sciences, including anthropology. Standing in this perspective, he 'designed a well-

articulated project of scientific research, although mostly based on literary works. He made

an active approach to anthropology and mobilised several anthropologists within his project.

He himself obtained and utilised anthropological knowledge in his ideological speculation.

In his post-war years, he did not maintain relations with those anthropologists with whom he

had worked together in his wartime preject. He never showed interest in anthropology in his

post-war academic and political activities. Among the several commentators who reviewed

his life and works, no one eventually paid serious attention to his project at the Institute of

the Pacific as a whole, and his relations with anthropology and anthropologists in particular.

No one, including himselg considered him anthropologist, either. Nevertheless, in respect to

an important part ofhis wartime works, he can be identified as a practical anthropologist. As

was the case with his contemporary anthropologists such as Masao OKA (see below), he fe11

in complicity with the autocratic regime in his endeavour to utilise his academic ability for

the sake of the regime's war effbrts. Compared with them, he had much better and sounder

comprehension of the relevance of anthropological knowledge - its potential utility and
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expected roles - in the wartime simation in concrete temis. He had a fu11 recognition of the

situation in which he found himself located, and he fu11y recognised, if not fu11y controlled,

his complicitous project conducted in that situation.4)

V Expansion of anthropology from within

71he Ethnic Research insttrute

As mentioned in a preceding sub-section, the government established the Ethnic Research

Institute as a national institute at the metropolitan centre in 1943. 0nly a few anthropologists

paid attention to and described it in their post-war writings. The projects of field research

organised by the institute used to be interpreted as anthropological research. The only source

of information on the academic works of the institute was the .lapanesejournal ofethnology,

the official joumal of the Japanese Society of Ethnology, which was restmctured into the

only civil satellite organisation of the institute at the time when the institute was established.5)

Those circumstantial conditions altogether have made Japanese anthropologists think that the

Ethnic Research Institute was a national institute primarily dedicated to anthropology, or

`ethnology' in the vocabulary of those years, and that the institute was a successfu1

attainment, even though made in the notorious wartime simation, for the discipline that had

scarcely received official support of the government (c£ NAKANE 1984). This understanding

is commonly held even by present-day Japanese anthropologists.6)

   But this understanding is apparently a conceptual constmction made by anthropologists

in the post-war social and intellectual situation of Japan. I would argue that the institute was

not an institute dedicated to `anthropology' in the sense of the term as used in post-war

years. However, I would argue that the institute was an institute of `anthropology' in the

sense of the term in which the institute attempted to re-define the discipline. The issue here is

an attempt to change the definition of anthropology made within anthropology in the

wartime situation of the scientific mobilisation, and another attempt made in the years just

after the war to `purify' anthropology from wartime `contaminations,' so to speak, and

rehabilitate the discipline.

   Present-day Japanese anthropologists commonly believe, partly due to OKA's own

writings (1979: 481-9), that he led the lobbying activities of anthropologists who approached

the government authorities for the sake of the establishment of an institute for ethnic or

ethnological research. In order to understand OKA's activities fbr the institute, a brief survey

of his life in the 1930s is suggestive.

In 1929, after a conflict, personal and also philosophical, with YANAGiTA, he left Japan fbr

Austria to conduct research on the archaic Japanese culture at Vienna University. He re-

constructed the historical composition of the archaic Japanese culture by synthesising materials

of Japanese folklore, comprising what YANAGiTA and his fbllowers had collected, in a

diffUsionist framework of the Viennese style.

   But, no sooner than he completed the study into his Ph.D. dissertation in 1933, he

considered his style of ethnological study already obsolete. Then, he travelled through Central

Europe and the Balkans several times within a briefperiod (Biographical note in OKA 1979). It

is inferred that the rapidly growing turbulences that German Nazi's expansionism created in
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those ･areas attracted OKA's attention.

   In 1935, he returned to Japan and attended the meeting of fblklorists celebrating

YANAGITA's sixtieth anniversary. On that occasion he read a paper on the history of

Volkskunde (fblklore studies) in Gerrnany, in which he detailed the concept of minzoku (Rue,

Vblk, nation, people andlor ethnicity) and the present-oriented social studies as elaborated by

German fblklorists (OKA 1935).

   He then went back to Europe and wimessed how the German troop made a triumphal entry

into Vienna and annexed Austria. He was appointed the head of the newly established Institute

of Japanese Studies at Vienna University. Every two weeks he commuted to Budapest to give a

lecture on Japanese culture in a university there, which gave him ample occasions to travel

Centrral Europe and the Balkans. Eiichir6 IsHDA also lived in Vienna in those years and studied

ethnology at Vienna University, from where Pater W. Schnidt and Pater W. Koppers, the

leading diffusionist ethnologists firom whom IsHiDA most hoped to learn, had exiled

themselves.

   In 1940, OKA returned to Japan because of the war in Europe. OKA made an appearance in

the May issue of the opinion journal Ktiizo in a dialogue with Hitoshi AsHiDA (ffMiZ9), in

which he impressed the reader as a well infbrmed expert on the ethnic situation of the Balkans

(AsHiDA and OKA 1941). Soon after that, he contributed a brief article to the August issue of

the same journal and appealed for the necessity of establishing research institutes based on a

new idea ofminzoku kendyti (Ktabl% ethnic research) (OKA 1941). In the paper of 1935, he

mentioned a prospect of changes in Gerrnan Voikskunde due to'the Nazi governrnent, but he

primarily talked al)out the development of German Volkskunde up to the 1930s. In the article

of 1941, he explained about the new Faculty of Foreign Studies (Auslands wissenschaftliche

Fakultat) at Berlin University, in which the old Univer$ity of Foreign Languages and the new

University of Political Science, established by the Nazi government, had been combined.

Although he depicted minzoku-gaku (ethnology) as the basic element of minzoku kenklya

(ethnic research), he emphatically argued that the old-styled ethnology (characterised as a

historicist study of primitive, non-literate peoples) must be refbrmed into the new present-

oriented ethnic research that should investigate actual minozku (nations, peoples), including

political minzoku (nations) of high culture, through local lariguages. He also interpreted the

present-oriented ethnic research as consisting of the trinity of political science, the refbrmed

ethnology and fbreign language studies. He found the afbre-mentioned Faculty of Foreign

Studies at Berlin University as the ideal case that reiterated the new ethnic research. As

conclusion, he pointed out the urgent necessity of establishing research institutes for that kind

ofethnic research in Japan where there had been none (OKA 1941).

   As a practical step fbr the establishrr}ent of the institute, the government set up a planning

committee fbr the institute in May 1941. The military authorities (the Army and the Navy),

major ministries (of education and others), two Imperial Universities (at Tokyo and Kyoto) 4nd

the Research Institute of the Total War Abilities were represented in the committee. Yasuma

TAKATA, who was to be appointed the director-general of tihe institute, joined the committee

from Kyoto Imperial University. OKA, FuRuNo, YAwATA, EGAMI and IwAMuRA, who were to

be employed by the institute, were also appointed as members of the committee. Moreover, the

Asianist ideologue Siimei OKAwA was one of the members.･ The chronological order suggests

that OKA should have been appointed membership when he contributed the afbre-mentioned

article to Ilaizb. The actual plan was discussed and negotiated among those agents, in which

process OKA's appeal should be incorporated. Among the documents produced in this process,

there was a report al)out research institutions of minzoku kenkya in major Western countries,

the Soviet Union and China, which comprehensively enumerated, from country to country, the

academic institutions (faculties in universities, research institutes and museums) related to

what the reporter considered the minzoku kenkyti (Kikaku-in 1941). The list is compiled

basically according to the same idea as OKA's; Gerrnany comes atop of the report and, after a
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list of ethnological museums, the Faculty of Foreign Studies at Berlin University is explained

in detail. The section on Germany has a sub-section on the institutions fbr foreign languages.

The report listed up not only institutions fbr ethnology and fbreign languages, but also

institutes of Oriental, Islamic and colonial studies. This document endorses the leading role of

OKA's initiative. It also implies that, in the context of the pianning cornmittee, the minzoku

kenkyti was constructed as broad, inter-disciplinary studies of fbreign minzoku (peoples or

nations), comparable to the area studies that developed in post-war years.

   Just after the institute was created, OKA published a paper, `The agenda of contemporary

ethnology' (1943). In that paper, he presented the same idea of ethnic research as that of his

1941 anicle, and appealed for selfinnovation of anthropology in order to become the basis of

ethnic policies for administering the minzoku (peoples or nations) under Japanese authority.

The content of what the institute considered `ethnic research' can be reconstructed from

several series of lectures that the institute offered to the general public. For instance, a series

of `Lectures on ethnic research' were given fbr three days in Osaka in 1945. 0n the first day,

introductory lectures were given under the title of `Ethnology and ethno-politics'; the

iectures were on the ethnic theory, introductory ethnology, social ethnology, linguistic

ethnology, ethnic (or national) movements (their history and theory), colonial policy, and the

problems ofethnic (or national) culture. On the second and third days, fourteen lectures were

given fbr minzoku (peoples or nations) of different areas in Asia (A(finzoku kenltyti 3(112): 42

1945). The topics of those lectures altogether should be supposed to represent the ethnic

research as conceptualised by the institute. It is also noted that at that point of time in 1945

minzoku kenkyu- (ethnic research) and minzoku-gaku (ethnology) were used interchangeably.

   In August 1945, the Society of Ethnology changed the Japanese title of its journal from

Minzoku-gaku kendyu- (literally meaning `Ethnological studies'; the English title used to be

the .lapansese journal of ethnology) to Minzoku kenltyti (meaning `Ethnic research')

(Minzoim henkyu- 3(112): 42 1945).

   It may be doubted to what extent OKA's proposal - the conceptual constmction of ethnic

research by the Etlmic Research Institute - and the decision of the Society of Ethnology to

change the title of its journal were supported by Japanese anthropologists in general. But at

least it is reasonable to conclude that the leading authorities among Japanese anthropologists

of those years attempted to give a new, enlarged definition to anthropology and innovate

their discipline.

   OKA's initiative can be examined in two respects: what he refused and what he tried to

create. In terms of the fbrmer, OKA was innovative in criticising and abandoning the type of

anthropology that had specifically been created and maintained in the colonial situation. As

for the latter point, if his proposal is interpreted as an approach to a particular people as they

are living their contemporary life in a broader social context, OKA's proposal was also

innovative in the sense that the necessity of such an approach was seriously recognised

among post-structural anthropologists of Western metropolitan centres as late as in the

1980s.

77ie wartime eonstruction ofpraetical anthropology.from without and within

As already noted befbre, no anthropologists have ever paid any attention to HIRANO's
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contribution to anthropology. His wartime works were simply abandoned as trash as other

numerous, hastily prepared wartime publications on Southeast Asia and the Pacific were.

But, if the wartime works of anthropologists deserve a serious consideration, HiRANo's

works do for the same reason. In reality, there are several parallels of grave importance

between them. First of all, HiRANo and OKA expressed their project of innovating

anthropology by similar key concepts, ethno-politics and ethnic studies, respectively. Their

ideas commonly based on a combination of seiji (i5t?ft, politics, policy or government) and

anthropology; policies should be based on anthropological knowledge, and anthropology has

to be innovated so that it can contribute to policy-making. As a specialist of anthropology,

OKA specified in relevant terms how anthropology should be innovated; he proposed to

abandon the premises of colonial anthropology, and adopt a new approach to understand

minzoku Cpeoples or nations) as they are imbedded in the contemporary social (colonial or

imperial or global) situation. With the combination of seiji and anthropology, the two

scholars emphasised that anthropologists should contribute to Japan's policy towards other

peoples in Asia and the Pacific. Thus, they commonly recognised, although in the vocabulary

ofthe wartime situation, the worldliness ofanthropology and anthropologists.

   The parallels between them cease to exist beyond those points. HiRANo had another key

concept of geo-politics and a grand ideology ofhis own, Great Asianism. Even if OKA stated

his support of the regime's policy of the Co-Prosperity Sphere, OKA did not present an

understanding of it in an articulate way. He did not indicate in concrete terms what kinds of

contribution anthropology as a whole should make in the political climate of the years; he

did not even specify how anthropological information could be usefu1; he simply requested

anthropologists to provide infbrmation on the contemporary states ofthe people they studied.

The Ethnic Research Institute had numerous projects of field research, fbr the sake of which

staffmembers busily travelled around. Nevertheless, the impression cannot be erased that the

institute had no overall plan to systematically integrate the numerous research projects.

   Specialists of anthropology could have passively responded to the call of mobilisation

made by external agents. They could have taken advantage of what they were provided with

- occupations, topics of research and ocgasions for fieldwork - for the sake of themselves

and anthropology. But, lacking a broader geo-political perspective, they had no ability to

interpret their actions towards the circumstantial agents in articulate language. If one looks

for practical anthropology reiterated during those wartime years in Japan, it is best

represented, not by the writings of OKA or SuGiuRA, but by those of HiRANo. One can obtain

a scheme of practical anthropology, although phrased in the vocabulary of complicity with

the imperial regime's policy, in HIRANo's three books (HiRANo and KIyoNo 1942; HIRANo

1943d, 1944b), and in the chapters on ethnic govemment and ethno-politics, in particular.

(]hanging methotts and epistemology in anthropolqgy

The wartime situation naturally had great impacts on anthropology. In fbrmer times,

anthropology (in the sense used in this volume, i.e. ethnology or socio-cultural anthropology)

had acquired only a few positions in universities, all in the colonies. In the metropolitan

centre, it was only in the years when anthropology was getting involved in the wartime

situation that Ken'ichi SuGiuRA was associated with the Institute of Anthropology at the
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Imperial University of Tokyo. The institute had been the organisational centre of general

anthropology in Japan, in which SuGiuRA was unique in the sense that he had neither

interests in physical anthropology nor in archaeology. The Japanese Society of Ethnology

had been the only institutional basis fbr ethnology. Now in the wartime situation,

anthropology was offered several positions in newly established research institutions. Many

ofthose who were recruited by these institutions were assigned literary works, but there were

also many who went out to battlefields or occupied areas and conducted fieldwork. Since

field survey had already had a long history in Japanese anthropology, this was a new trend

only in a limited sense; if we confine our sight to the ethnologists in the metropolitan centre,

it was in the wartime situation that fieldwork became a regular part of anthropological

studies. The wartime situation pressed anthropologists to pay attention, no matter how

indirectly, to an empirical approach to their research subjects and also to practical

applicability of their findings.

   To probe into the discipline beyond those external changes, however, it is difficult to

identify substantial changes in the methods and epistemology of anthropology. This

difficulty is partly due to the briefspan ofthe wartime situation. Ifan anthropological project

starts with fieldwork and arrives at a goal (if not the final goal) with the publication of an

ethnographic report, very few Japanese anthropologists completed this cycle within the span

of the wartime situation. Ken'ichi SuGiuRA, fbr instance, was one of the rare Japanese

anthropologists who discussed, in the 1940s, the colonial administration from the point of

view of practical anthropology. While extensively referring to works of Western

anthropologists on colonial administration in the Pacific (1941), he analysed certain aspects

ofthe Japanese administration ofthe Micronesian Mandate, the data ofwhich he himselfhad

collected through fieldwork when the area was still in a peacefu1 situation (1941, 1942,

1944). SuGiuRA's discussion shared the same limitation with his contemporaries in the West;

both accepted the domination of the colonies by their countries as an unquestionable

framework, within which they tried to specify technically appropriate ways to adjust

administrative policies to the political, social and cultural conditions of the native peoples.

SuGIuR.A, as well as his contemporaries in the West, emphasised the importance of accurate

anthropological knowledge on the native cultures as the basis of colonial administration. In

this context, they inevitably supported the idea of indirect rule. SuGiuRA's discussion of

practical anthropology could better be interpreted as belonging to colonial anthropology,

even though he was pressed by the wartime situation and elal)orated his ideas on practical

anthropology.

   On the other hand, most anthropologists who went abroad to do fieldwotk in the wartime

situation had not enough time to have their ethnographic reports published before the war

ended. During the period of several years after the war, they were entirely deprived of the

occasion of overseas field research and instead published ethnographic reports based on the

fieldwork they had conducted during the war. In the same post-war years, the social

circumstapces of science were generally critical of any individuals and organisations that

could ･be suspected of panicipating in, or contributing to, the war effbrts of the totalitarian

autocracy. When publishing their ethnographic works, most anthropologists deliberately

eliminated any remarks that might indicate their positive engagements in the scientific
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rnobilisation. Anthropological works published in the post-war years, even if they were

based on fieldwork conducted in the wartime situation, must be seen as products of the post-

war sltuatlon.

   A survey of wartime anthropology in Japan revealed two works that exceptionally

completed the above-mentioned cycle of anthropological works within the wanime situation,

Eiichir6 IsmDA's work on Sakhalin and Seiichi IzuMi's on (fbrmer) Dutch West New

Guinea. IsHiDA was sent to South Sakhalin by the Imperial Academy in one of the

Academy's wanime projects in 1941. He collected ethnographic data on.native peoples, and

published an ethnographic record on the people then known as the Orokko (currently called

Uilta). It was his first experience of collecting data in the field; he worked on that fbr two

weeks, too brief a period even according to the standard understanding of fieldwork held by

Japanese anthropologists in those years. His ethnographic report was published in an

academic journal issued by the Institute of Ethnology, a daughter organisation of the

Japanese Society of Ethnology (IsHiDA 1941). In that paper, he presented his understanding

of the people, particularly of the clan and marriage systems, in a Comprehensive way. He

compiled literary data on the history of the people, tried to re-constmct the history of clans,

and mentioned the modern history through which the people became dominated by Russia

and Japan. But the contemporary state of the people under the Japanese rule was not among

his topics to be investigated systematically (fbr further detail on IsHiDA's work, see SAsAKi in

this volume). When he was recruited by the Imperial Academy, he had just returned from

Vienna, where he studied ethnology in the Viennese diffusionist style. IsHiDA was not ready

to explain the state of the people whom he visited, the Orokko, in the context of wartime

Sakhalin or even in that of colonial administration. His approach may be interpreted in terms

of colonial anthropology in that he maintained the premise of salvaging primitive cultural

traits of the people in an abstract way of extracting the people from the broader social

context.

   Seiichi IzuMi (M"ts") was recruited by the Navy and joined the Kaigun New Guinea

(Shigen) Ch6sa-tai (VilEM=n'- Sfr=7 [esta] pafiwa, the Navy's New Guinean [Resource]

Expedition), in which he and an assistant fbrmed the ethnological party. In collaboration

with other parties, the two conducted a survey in the area of Geelvink Bay in West New

Guinea in 1943. They spent eighty-fbur days altogether for the survey. IzuMi wrote two

reports of the survey during the war: a confidential report submitted to the Navy and a

volume in the series on the South Pacific published by the Institute of the Pacific. Although

he relied on the same body of information, he wrote the two in different styles. In the Navy's

report, which was authored by IzuMi and his assistant Inao NAKAyAMA (pli LUIntttw), the

conclusion was placed at the opening section, an allocation apparently reflecting the mission

of the expedition. The conclusion consisted of fbur points of attention fbr the military

government: an estimation of the number of the male and female local people who could

possibly be mobilised as a labour fbrce; Koreans and Chinese as a better source of labour

fbrce than Javanese and Philippinos to be imported to New Guinea (because of the different

adaptabilities ofthose peoples to the climate ofNew Guinea); action plans to be taken fbr the

effective suppression of the millennial cult then rapidly expanding in the investigated area;

and the urgent necessity of anthropological research to be conducted on the local peoples
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under the military administration and the necessity to establish a system of training

administrative officers on the entirely different cultures, customs and temperaments of the

peoples under the Japanese rule (Kaigun New Guinea Ch6sa-tai 1944).

   We have already had a look at the other report, as listed among the publications of the

Institute of the Pacific that were edited by HiRANo. In that book, IzuMi wrote all chapters

except fbr one that Makoto SuzuKi wrote on physical anthropology (IzuMi and SuzuKi

1944). The introduction tells that the book is intended to be a practical guide fbr `those

people who will work there, having contact with the natives' in West New Guinea, so that,

`no matter how anthropologically interesting it may be, any information that is useless from

the practical point ofview shall be omitted. [...] In order to attain the selfsupply of food on

the spot, it is first necessary to have a thorough understanding ofthe natives' who were to be

`mobilised as labourers' (ibid: i-ii). By the `selfsupply of fbod' the authors meant the selfi

subsistence to be attained by the Japanese, military and civil, who were to settle the surveyed

area. IzuMi apparently wrote the chapters ofthe book out ofthe same strong motivation as he

wrote the report to the Navy. In both writings, he tried to answer the questions finely fbcused

on the sheer necessities of the occupation troops that had to pacify and administer the local

peoples, while subsisting without sufficient supply of food from distant Japan.

   In the book of the Institute of the Pacific, however, IzuMi presented comprehensive

ethnographic infbrmation covering almost all aspects of the local cultures. The book is far

more infbrmative on the local peoples and their life than the Navy's report. However, the

latter presents more detailed infomiation on two topics: the inter-tribal relations of hostility

and the pacification of the millennial cult. The book details the tribal societies but does not

mention the inter-tribal hostility. It describes the conspicuous features of the millennial cult

but only the Navy's report describes how the naval administration tried to suppress the cult

by dispatching a troop that was eventually driven into a retreat by a strong reaction of armed

cult members (IzuMi and SuzuKi 1944: 88-134s Kaigun New Guinea Ch6sa-tai 1944: 26-34).

   The stated policy on the selection of contents - `any information unless from the

practical point of view shall be omitted' - appears to have been more strictly applied to the

Navy's report than to the book. The writing style of the book appears to be more academic in

the sense that the information is presented in a more distanced way from the finelY focused

practical purposes. This apparently academic character may reflect the character of the

medium, of which the book was a part. Even if the authors might have intended to write the

book as a practical guide for a particular kind ofpeople, the Institute of the Pacific published

the book to be bought and read by the general public. The authors eventually adjusted the

contents and the writing style of the book to this character of the medium. It might otherwise

be the Institute of the Pacific, or the editor of the book Yoshitar6 HiRANo, to whom the

authors paid acknowledgement in the introduction, that lead the authors to control the

contents ofthe book in an academic way.

   Even if IzuMi's description in the book appears to be presented in an academic way, the

framework ofhis ethnographic work is markedly different from those ofhis contemporaries.

IsHiDA, fbr instance, conducted his work on Sakhalin within the tradition of colonial, salvage

anthropology.. IzuMi was entirely free from the premises of salvage anthropology. He, for

instance, wrote his ethnography on West New Guinea in the present tense, but it was not a
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hypothetical ethnographic present; he described what he observed at the time of his

fieldwork. In this respect, his work ori West New Guinea appears to be more suited to the

wartime situation, but the characteristic apparent in this work was also found in his

ethnographic work on the seaside villages in Cheju Island, Korea (IzuMI 1938), a work that

he conducted rather in a colonial situation than in a wartime situation. It can be concluded

for him that the styles of fieldwork and writing, both internalised from the inception of his

academic life as an anthropologist, were suitably responsive to a request for contributions

made to anthropologists in the wartime situation as part ofthe scientific mobilisation.

VI. The maintained and recovered continuity in anthropology befbre and after the

    wartime situation

Anthropology in thepost-war order

As the war ended and the General Headquarters (GHQ) of the Allied Powers took charge of

governing Japan, almost all aspects of social situation fbr intellectuals and scholars

drastically changed. The leading philosophy of the government changed from the imperial

autocracy to democracy, although it was not immediately clear whether the imperial

monarchism could be maintained. Imperialist expansionism should be abandoned and some

kind of internationalism had to be imagined. The relentless suppression of anti-autocratic

thoughts, as well as the official propagation of imperial nationalism, was abolished and the

convicts and suspects ofviblating the Law ofthe Maintenance ofPublic Peace were released

from jails. The freedom ofthought was, at least in theory, officially guaranteed. For a limited

number of intellectuals, those changes meant not only liberation from the suppressive

autocracy, but also a freedom of pursuing their ideals in academic and socio-political

activities. But, those many intellectuals, who had managed to survive the wartime situation

by stating tenkO and giving some kind of co-operation to the autocratic regime, had to make

another effbrt of survival in the post-war simation, because any kind of collaboration with

the imperial autocracy during the war could now turn out to be a stigma. They were pressed

by the new situation to make another tenko-.

   For anthropology, Which had benefited greatly from wanime measures of the scientific

mobilisation, the new situation meant a variety of hardship. Anthropology lost almost

everything vital fbr its existence as an academic discipline. The research institutes that had

been established as part of the scientific mobilisation and that had provided anthropologists

with occupations and chances of research, either desk work at home or fieldwork in

battlefields abroad, were altogether abolished. Among the only three universities that had

some seats for ethnology or related disciplines, two, both in the colonies, were also closed.

The only institutional bases left to ethnology - that part of anthropology primarily concerned

with socio-cultural interests - were the Department of Anthropology at the University of

Tokyo, which was no longer an imperial university, and the Society of Ethnology. The

Anthropology Department, however, was not prepared to function effectively as an

institutional basis fbr ethnology. The department maintained the old name of dozokugaku

(literally meaning the studies of vulgar customs) fbr ethnology, a fact symbolic of the

peripheral position assigned to ethnology in that department. It was also indicative of a
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peripheral position of the departrnent in ethnology in Japan in those years. Ken'ichi SuGiuRA

was once ernployed as a temporal assistant at the department befbre he joined the Ethnic

Research Institute, and he retained that position soon after the war ended. Hence, he alone

wotked as an interrnediary between the department and other ethnologists. Then, it was the

Society of Ethnology that remained the unique basis fbr (socio-cultural) anthropologists

upon which to conduct whatever kinds of academic activity. The general deprivation of

institutional bases meant another general deprivation of the occasion of field research to be

conducted in fbreign lands. In the post-war situation, anthropologists (or ethnologists) had to

make a renewed start of their academic works by relying upon the society, which was only

able to provide a facility fbr publication, the official journal. The society began to publish the

JdpaneseJ'ournal oj'ethnology as early as in September 1946.

   Anthropology was not only deprived of what it had benefited befbre, but was now to be

blamed fbr the complicity with the wartime autocracy. The complicity of anthropology with

that regime was not simply selfievident at the time when the post-war era started.

Anthropology was getting stigmatised as the post-war orders in the society at large, and

those of academic people in panicular, were negotiated and eventually established.

Ironically, anthropology was discovered as war criminal in the same process in which

HiRANo recovered authority among a circle of left-wing movements.

71he initialpos"･war situation for intellectuals

As the post-war era started under the authority of the General Headquarters, many measures

that characterised the wartime regime were suspended. In a situation in which everything

appeared undetermined, intellectuals started to imagine a variety of new orders to be

reiterated in co-operation to, or in competition with, the GHQ and the Japanese govemment

that was under the control of the GHQ. Among various attempts of organising intellectuals

and scholars, the earliest and the most infiuential was the Minshushngi Kagakusha Ky6kai

(tEES!EeeFi-t¥:i2iLmag, also called briefly as Minka; Democratic Scientists' Society), which

was created in January 1946 on the initiative of those intellectuals who had met with violent

sanctions by the wartime autocracy. The Minka made a successfu1 start with about two

hundred members, and rapidly increased the membership, which recorded the maximum of

two thousand in 1949 and 1950 in its history. Initially a broad variety ofprominent scholars,

from communists to liberalists and even nationalists, joined it. As the name of the society

suggests, it sought to re-construct scientific research and education in Japan according to the

principle of democracy. When it came to the task of specifying action plans for reiterating

the principle, one of the most serious issues was that of reviewing the wartime regime's

policy of scientific mobilisation. The re-constructed scientific research and education in the

new age should not repeat the fault of the wartime scientific mobilisation. Then, the same

criticism should be directed to those intellectuals and scholars who joined, collaborated with,

or benefited from, the mobilisation. In this context, the activities of HiRANo and his feIIows

were meaningfu1.

]thRAIvo in thepos"war situation

As the war ended, Yttsuke TsuRuMi, a prominent politician who had always been close to the
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core political elite, voluntarily resigned from the director-general of the Institute of the

Pacific and handed a large part of the remaining property, estates and facilities of the

institute to HiRANo. Sabur6 KuGAi (paX =' RB), who worked under HiRANo as a research

assistant at the institute, wrote in a commemoration of HiRANo that even during the war

HiRANo utilised the rights and authority assigned to him in the institute and assisted quite a

few people who had to endure needy circumstances because of having been sanctioned by

the special police. He provided them with temporary sources of income by assigning them

such works as translating Western publications into Japanese, writing articles fbr journals,

and the like. Thus, HiRANo endeavoured to maintain a network of intellectuals and scholars,

most of whom had been fellows or supporters of HiRANo when he was leading the K6za-ha

school. Towards the end of the war, HiRANo also organised a regular seminar on China, by

which, according to KuGAi, HiRANo was preparing fbr the post-war days that were apparently

a near future. Once the war ended and a large share of the property of the institute was

transferred to HiRANo, the instimte became a shelter where quite a few ofhis friends used to'

visit on returning from places ofrefuge, from abroad or fromjails. Then the institute became

a meeting place fbr them, where a lot of institutes and organisations were planned and

developed into reiteration. Thus, according to KuGAi, the institute functioned as a catalyst fbr

lots of important research institutes and academic organisations, and HiRANo actively

participated as a leader in those constructive processes. It was the case with the Chixgoku

Kenky[ljo (rp eqIiJflAiJIf, the Institute fbr Chinese Studies), fbr instance, which was created as

early as in January 1946 with HiRANo as the first director-general. The Minka was also one

ofthe organisations that developed from the gatherings ofintellectuals at the institute (KuGAi

1980). Other sources suggest that he was quite influential in the process of re-structuring

such major research institutes as the East Asia Institute (TsuGE 1979).

   Yasoji KAzAHAyA (JijILEPJN-F=), one of his closest firiends, wrote in a brief commemo-

ration of HiRANo at his death that those people of HiRANo's network who gathered together

at the institute initially attempted to ascertain their mutual confidence as comrades that they

had once shared; they first recognised their common faults of having betrayed their classes

and collaborated with the imperial regime during the wartime years; then, they jointly

determined to devote themselves fbr the democratic revolution of Japan. No one dared to

openly criticise HIRANo, and HiRANo himself neither uttered any words of apology, nor

participated in the discussion, but simply sat together with others, silently. KAzAHAyA, who

had witnessed HiRANo's vehement contribution to the autocratic regime during the war,

thought that HiRANo should have made in his heart a firm decision ofdevotion for the sake of

their joint effbrts, a fact which, so remarked KAzAHAyA, was sufficiently attested by his self

sacrificial practice that characterised HiRANo's life throughout the post-war years until his

death (KAzAHAyA 1981a, 1981b).

thRANo 's stratqg[y ofsurvivat and anthropoltrgy

The first issues of the Minshushugi kagaku (NEilEilkll}4, Democratic science), the journal

of the Minka, reported that the Minka demanded the govemment to purge `war-responsible'

scholars from public service. The Minka also decided to make a list of the war-responsible

scholars on its own initiative. The second extra general meeting, held in June 1946, Passed
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the resolution approving the proposed list ofthe war-responsible who should be purged from

any responsible positions and prohibited from any `cultural' activities. The list, published in

number fbur of the journal, enumerated ninety persons altogether, divided in five groups:

political science, economics, history and geography, philosophy and ideology, and

agriculture. Yasuma TAKATA was included in the list for the group of economists comprising

eighteen persons, and Masao OKA and Eiz6 KoyAMA in the group of sixteen historians and

geographers. It is inferred that the three were blamed fbr their common affiliation to the

Ethnic Research Institute. Interestingly, the list did not include the name of Yoshitaro

HiRANo. The same issue of the journal contained a report from the History Division of

Minka, which announced that the Division decided to continue investigation of the war-

responsible and augment the list of the identified scholars `in geography and ethnology'

(Minshushugi kagaku 4: 93, 1946).

   Those decisions from Minka suggest that HiRANo successfu11y escaped being blamed as a

`war-responsible' scholar, whereas ethnology, as well as geography, was identified as a

discipline most suspected of being `war-responsible,' at least in the context of Minka in the

middle of 1946. The process in which HiRANo recovered authority in the Minka further

suggests how ethnology was stigmatised as a `war-responsible' discipline. Even though a lot

of early members of the Minka wrote that HiRANo was one of the most active organisers of

the association, he was not elected in the initial executive body of fifty-seven members

(Minshushugi kagaku 1(1): 91, 1946). One of the leading members wrote in retrospect that,

even though the investigation and accusation of the academic `war criminals' were proposed

as an urgent issue in the early years of the Minka, the issue ended without either being

thoroughly discussed or arriving at a final conclusion. He suggested a commonly held fear as

an important factor that a thorough discussion of the issue should have blamed some leading

members ofthe association (TsuGE 1979: 14-5; 1980: 71-4).

   As noted before, very little was written about HiRANo's struggle for survival in the post-

war years, but it is inferred that, while initially he remained an authority behind the scenes,

he had his authority openly recognised in the Minka until the middle of 1947. He contributed

an article concerning the general principle of cultural policy to the Minka journal, which

appeared as the opening article in issue six ofthejoumal (HiRANo 1947). It was based on his

report that he, as a representative of the Minka, made at the first general meeting of Zen-

Nihon Minshusugi Bunka Kaigi (il H 7ts SllalEilXJ}:C{t'fijta", All Japan Democratic Cultural

Congress) held in July 1947.

   Thus, HIRANo started his post-war life as a prominent leader within a Marxist wing, on

which KAzAHAyA wrote: notwithstanding his wartime `faults,' he devoted himself

straightforwardly throughout his life fbr the reiteration of the ideal that he had constructed by

his pre-war attainments as a Marxist social scientist (KAzAHAyA 1981a). This was apparently

a construction of HIRANo's life that KAzAHAyA represented retrospectively at the time of

HiRANo's death. This was also the design of life that HiRANo himself attempted to reiterate

by living his own life. He tried to construct his post-war life in such a way as to graft it to his

life in the 1920s and l930s when he was a prominent Marxist social scientist. As a political

leader, he was always in line with the Japanese Communist Party as he was in the 1930s.

Among his numerous articles and books published in his post-war years were a lot ofreprints
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ofhis publications in the 1920s and 1930s, which remained to be the source ofhis academic

authority until his death.

   On the other hand, HiRANo never made any sort of approach to anthropology in his post-

war life; he never addressed ethno-political topics again. On a rare occasion on which he

mentioned his conduct during the wartime years, he remarked: `One of the two trends that

opposed our opinion was the power of the police and the military policy, which suppressed

our research. [...] I had no other choice than to break my pen' (HiR.ANo 1948: 7). The

implication was that his abundant publications during his years at the Institute of the Pacific

were what he authored with a `broken pen.' So, he never published reprints of those wartime

publications in post-war years. In this construction of his life, anthropology was depicted as

having no intrinsic values; it was represented as an intermediary ofthe unique `fault' that he

committed throughout his life. As he denied his life of complicity with the wartime regime,

he abandoned anthropology as a scapegoat of disgrace. To the extent that HiRANo appeared a

renowned scholar in social sciences in his post-war life, anthropology was stigmatised as the

source ofhis hidden complicity with the wanime autocratic regime.

(]bnversion ofanthropology and anthropolagists

As far as anthropology in Japan is concerned, continuity is more explicit than differences

befbre and after World War II (see SEKiMoTo in this volume). The phase of anthropology just

before the war can be represented by IsHiDA. As previously stated, his field trip to Sakhalin

was apparently made in a wartime situation; he was dispatched by the Imperial Academy in

one of the Academy's wartime projects. But, IsHiDA was not well prepared to conduct his

research with enough sensitivity to the wartime situation of Sakhalin. He still maintained the

premise of salvaging a purely primitive culture there, a characteristic of colonial anthro-

pology. In this sense, he was a contemporary of UTsusHiKAwA, who conducted research on

the genealogical relationships among Taiwanese Aboriginals several years befbre. In the

preface of the report, he mentioned the Musha Incident, the largest Aboriginal rebellion in

the history of Japan's rule of Taiwan. He wrote that, if he had not happened to put off his

departure for a day, he should have been ki11ed by revolting aborigines (UTsusHiKAwA et al.

1935: v). Even though the field survey was conducted in such a volatile situation, the report

never paid attention to the actual conditions of the Aboriginals living in that situation.

   MABucHi returned from Celebes and re-started his post-war academic activities with

what knowledge he learned from the Dutch academic legacy on Indonesia (MiyAzAKi and

NAKAo in this volume). He may be seen as representing the point of departure fbr post-war

anthropology in Japan. MABucHi, in this post-war situation, was a better match for Levi-

Strauss than fbr Leach. Both MABucHi and Levi-Strauss were sharp analysts of the static

structure of symbols, but not of social dynamics. In that sense, they revived that old style of

anthropology that was more inclined to salvaging pure ethnic cultures.

   The apparent continuity between pre-war and post-war anthropology in Japan was never

a natural passage of affairs, but was intentionally created. Anthropology attempted to save

itself from the assigned stigma of being a `war-responsible' discipline by strategically

grafting itself to the innocent anthropology of the years not yet involved into the wartime

scientific mobilisation. Ironically, the strategy adopted by anthropology was a double
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conversion, an exact parallel with that of HiilrxNo and other corrmiunist intellectuals who

survived the changing situations befbre and after the wartime situation. It was IsmDA who

attempted to lead anthropology along this line.

   I have already described IsHiDA's project elsewhere (SmMizu 1999). While most

anthropologists kept silent about the moral implications of their collaboration with the

wanime situation, IsmDA alone presented emphatically what he thought ought to be the

moral basis for the new age of anthropology. As previously noted, in the initial post-war

years, anthropology was deprived of all institutional bases except fbr the ethnological society

and its journal, the .ldpanese journal of ethnology. The journal began publication in

September 1946. It was also in the middle of 1946 that IsHIDA came back from China.

Although he did not write about his life in those days, it is inferred that, since he maintained

interests in communism (he published Japanese translation of Engels' Anti-Ddihring Llierrn

Eugen Ddihrings Umwainung der PVissenschaM in 1948), he should have soon recognised the

diflicult situation fbr anthropology and anthropologists, particularly a close friend of his,

OKA, in the context ofleft-wing intellectuals. In December 1948, he was appointed the editor

of the joumal. He contributed a brief article to the first mimber issued under his editorship.

The English title he gave to the article explicitly indicates what he meant: `For the sake of

ethnology.'

The investigations ethnologists of our country conducted on peoples of the so-called `Greater

East Asia' could perhaps be seen as speatheading the militarist invasion. [...] But, the political

power which fbrced (enahled) them to conduct those investigations and the academic value of

the investigations should naturally be distinguished. (IsHIDA 1948: 85)

At the same time, he categorically refused ethnic movements, ethnic problems and ethnic

policies as topics of ethnological research (ibid.: 85). IsHiDA did not explicitly mention OKA

and his arguments for ethnology's collaboration with Japan's project of the Greater East Asia

Co-Prosperity Sphere (OKA i943), but he apparently refuted OKA's arguments one by one.

While OKA had emphasised the practical contribution that anthropology, if properly

innovated, could make to the broader society in which anthropology was situated, IsHiDA

emphasised the academic value of anthropological research that should most pertinently be

recognised in a de-contextualised state. For OKA, collaboration with the contemporary

situation was an inevitable factor for the value ofanthropology, but IsHiDA refused the same

collaboration as a source of derogation. Through this argument, IsHiDA tried to save

anthropology from the deviation into which OKA and his fe11ows had driven anthropology.

   In the same issue of the journal in which IsHiDA published his editorial policy, OKA

contributed a brief article `in response to the editor's suggestion.' It was the first article he

published after the war. In that article, he argued fbr historical ethnology, responded to

certain criticisms against the culture-historical method of the Viennese school, and

emphasised that the present-oriented sociological method alone cannot clarify the minzoku

Cpeople or nation), the primary subject of ethnological inquiries (OKA l948). The implicit

messages of this article were that he abandoned his wartime project of innovating

anthropology (this was his second tenko, so to speak) and that he would revert to the culture-
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historical ethnology, which he had once abandoned (this was his first tenkb). IsHIDA edited an

issue published one year later as a special issue on the `Origin of the Japanese people and

culture' (IsHiDA ed. 1949), in which OKA presented a summary of his idea that he had

developed into his doctoral dissertation at Vienna University. As noted above, no sooner

than he completed the dissertation, he realised that both topic and method were entirely

obsolete in the context of Europe in the 1930s. Although his dissertation had been unknown

in Japan until he himself presented its essence in this special issue, it had already been

renowned among European Japanologists. Thus, it could be a source of academic authority

fbr OKA who was to make a renewed start in post-war years.

   Interestingly, SuGiuRA also contributed an essay to the first issue edited by IsmDA

(SuGiuRA 1948). He wrote the essay in commemoration of F. Boas and B. Malinowski,

whose deaths were unknown to Japanese anthropologists until the war ended. He praised

Malinowski's contributions, but he failed to mention Malinowski's proposal of practical

anthropology, which SuGiuRA should have studied when he wrote on anthropology and

colonial administration during the war.

   IsHiDA, OKA and SuGiuRA commonly adopted the same strategy by which they liked to

deny the characteristics of wartime anthropology and revert to an older set of characteristics

in anthropology. In the situation in which anthropology was stigmatised as a `war-

responsible' discipline, especially by leading scholars of the Minka, it was imperative for

anthropologists to publicise that anthropology was determined to depart from the wartime

deviation. IsHiDA took the lead fbr the sake of anthropology; OKA, SuGiuRA and others

joined, fo11owed or co-operated with him. ,
   Although IsHiDA chose to de-contextualise wartime anthropological research in order to

emphasise its academic value, he was not apolitical altogether. As previously stated, he

edited a special issue fbr the topic of the `Origin of the Japanese people and culture,' in

which he tried to show the relevance of anthropology to the scientific interests in the history

of the Japanese people; with respect to the origin of the Japanese, OKA's theory suggested

multiple origins and cosmopolitan bases of the Japanese culture; with respect to the origin of

the Japanese monarchism, OKA's and EGAMi's contributions showed that anthropology was

able to challenge the mythical interpretation once authorised by the autocracy. The special

issue broadly attracted popular interests, because the issue discussed sensitive topics in the

context ofthe time. IsHiDA also edited a special issue on 77ie chTysanthemum and the sivord

by Ruth Benedict, by which IsHiDA tried to impress Japanese intellectuals with the

superiority of American wartime anthropology (IsHiDA, ed. 1950). Benedict's book attracted

broad popular interests, too. The fact of Japan's surrender aroused refiexive interests in the

characteristics of the Japanese, their society and culture. This post-war situation encouraged

social scientists and psychologists to inquire, mostly critically, into the Japanese character.

Benedict's book, soon translated into Japanese (Benedict 1949), contributed greatly to

enhance the popularity of anthropology (see SEKIMoTo in this volume).

   It remains to be examined to what extent IsHiDA's policy was persuasive outside of

anthropology. However, his policy to a large extent reflected a common recognition of

anthropologists and it surely delimited the direction of the later development of anthropology

in Japan. For a long time, Japanese anthropologists pursued static topics such as social and
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symbolic structures ofparticular peoples, their ecological adaptation to natural environments,

and the like, all observed and analysed without reference to the broader social context in

which the peoples were situated. The situation of anthropological research was also out of

anthropologists' scope, as well. It was as late as the late 1960s that Japanese anthropologists

began to seriously question the social effbcts of anthropological practices; until the late

1980s the term `primitive' remained a key word in anthropological literature; social and

economic development began to be a topic of serious study in the late 1980s.

Conclusion

So far I have traced the trajectory of anthropology and anthropologists in Japan in the

wartime situation of the 1930s and 1940s and thereafter. Apparently the trajectory contained

issues of morality on the side of anthropologists, but I have refrained from giving ethical

judgements to the conducts of anthropologists. If their conducts were evaluated only

retrospectively from the present point ofview at the turn ofthe century, the judgement could

be a political criticism but could not be an ethical judgement. It is easy to point out, from the

present-day point of view, the vices of the past wartime situation in which anthropology was

involved. It was not so easy for anthropologists who were living in the wanime situation to

comprehend the political, intellectual and ethical implications of their circumstances. In

order to consider some moral issues involved in the wartime anthropology that I have so far

surveyed, an analytical preparation is necessary.

   In the years when Japanese anthropologists were not yet involved in the wartime

scientific mobilisation, they rarely paid attention to whether their academic representation of

the peoples in Japan's colonies could have practical utilities in other non-academic sectors of

society (the only exception was Ken'ich SuGiuRA who at the commission of the colonial

government investigated the land tenure systems in the Japanese mandate in Micronesia).

Since they were preoccupied with the research of primitive or folk cultures, their style of

representation may be compared with the Orientalism conceived of as a form of colonial

domination (in this case not by Western powers but by Japan, an Oriental power) of the

colonised Oriental peoples (Said 1978). If it might have been the case, however, the fomi of

domination that the Japanese anthropologists took charge ofwas not of a socio-political kind.

The colonial domination in the administrative and business sectors appeared to the

anthropologists as simply destroying the primitive cultures they sought to study. From the

point of view of the administrative and business agents, the ethnographic knowledge

provided by anthropologists (either through their deskwork or fieldwork) had few utility

values. It is more appropriate to consider the contribution of anthropologists in the pre-war

peacetime situation in complementary terms; while Japan dominated its colonies politico-

economically and destroyed indigenous cultures thereof, Japanese anthropologists

considered it their mission to salvage the vanishing indigenous cultures through their

academic research. Although the colonial agents and anthropologists were related with the

same peoples in the colonies, the relationships of the two with those peoples, one politico-

economically practical and the other academic, were basically disconnected with each other.

   It was exactly that type of colonial anthropology, characteristic of the pre-war peacetime
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situation, that OKA emphatically urged his fe11ow anthropologists to abandon. To analyse his

proposal in terms of the relationship pattern of colonial anthropology, OKA attempted to

connect together the two relationships to the colonised peoples, that of the agents ofpractical

domination and that of anthropologists. The key concept to hinge the two relationships was

practical utility. While OKA tried to internally correlate anthropology to the practical agents

of domination (in this case the military and govemment agents in the battlefields), HiRANo

sought to externally mobilise anthropology and mediate it into the same agents of

domination. Both in OKA's and HiRANo's projects, anthropologists were related to the

peoples not only directly through their academic practices (i.e. research and writings), but

also indirectly through the domination of the same peoples by the govemment and military

authorities. Moreover, the ultimate power to define the practical utility of anthropological

representation was no longer in the hand of anthropologists; the intermediary agents held it.

Thus, the introduction ofthe value ofpractical utility at the same time rednced the possibility

of subjective intervention by which anthropologists could control the practical usage of their

academic output.

   With this understanding of the structure of the wartime situation in which Japanese

anthropologists were related with the peoples they studied, I can now proceed to some

ethical issues implicit in their relations with the wartime situation. As I pointed earlier, a

retrospective evaluation of the conduct of a person in the past should be combined with a

situational analysis of the same condnct. Once a situational analysis is introduced, it expands

the perspective of ethical consideration to other related situations. For instance, Japanese

anthropologists in the wanime situation in the 1930s and I940s can be compared with

anthropologists in the present-day wartime situations at the turn of the century. Moreover,

since the key factor that located Japanese anthropologists in the wartime situation was

practical utility, one may expand one's consideration of ethical issues to those situations in

general in which anthropological infbrmation is needed fbr its practical utility, such as

projects ofeconomic, social, educational andror cultural development.

   To consider the conditions of ethical judgement in a situational perspective, the issue to

be solved first is not the ethical judgment itself but the process in which to attaint that

judgement. To take account of the Japanese anthropologists who co-operated with the

government and military authorities in the wartime situation, the issue to be first addressed is

how the anthropologists, who were living that situation, could arrive at the judgement that

their practices were to be blamed as constituting complicity with what should be blamed as

the military expansionism of the wartime regime. The difliculty of the issue can be

understood if one tries to transpose the position of moral judgement to the present-day

anthropologists who are required to respond positively to the call of support made by their

country at war or to the call ofco-operation to a developmental project.

   In this respect, the most problematic in the conducts of OKA and his contemporary

anthropologists was that they conceded the ability of defining the practical utility of

anthropological knowledge to the mobilisation agent like HiRANo and to the wartime regime

itsel£ HiRuANo's approach to anthropology suggests that anthropologists who conducted
academic practices in the wartime situation, even if their condncts ended in complicity with

the wartime regime, should have accurately comprehended the reality of the whole wartime
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situation and the relationship of their conducts with that situation, to the extent that they

could counteract the interrnediate agents like HiRANo.

   Moreover, if anthropologists could have retained some control on their academic

practices, their control should be articulated in terms of their relationships with the

mobilisation agents, on the one hand, and with the peoples on whom anthropologists were to

conduct research and whom the govemment and military authority were to dominate and

govern, on the other. In the wanime situation, as I noted before, Japanese anthropologists

were doubly related with their subjects; in their direct relationship, they conducted research

on the people, either through literature studies or through fieldwork; and in their indirect,

mediated relationship, the knowledge they provided on the people was to be utilised in the

policy of the wartime regime on the same people. To proceed further in pursuing ethical

issues, the case ofthe Mantetsu Research Department is suggestive.

   I mentioned previously that the Mantetsu Research Department, in its final Compre-

hensive Research Projects in China, produced reports that connoted criticisms of the war

efforts of the regime, which eventually invited a violent suppression by the wartime regime.

Although the staff members of the research department were not unitary in their attimdes to

the projects, they may be considered highly sophisticated in several senses. First, they

recognised through their field research the contradictions between the war purposes of the

Japanese autocratic regime, on the one hand, and the worsening economic difficulties in

China and Japan that, so they concluded through their fieldwork in China, were caused by

the war effbrts by the Japanese regime, on the other. Secondly, they were realistic enough to

fbresee that their rqport could invite the sxppression by the regime. Thirdly, for them ethics

were not simply a matter of their academic practices, but a matter of their whole social

practices. As previously noted, many of the staff members of the research department had

gone through suppression by the wartime regime and survived it by stating tenkO. At least fbr

some of them, the Comprehensive Research Projects constituted another front fbr their

stmggle against the wartime regime, although it was a retreated one in the realm of applied

science. Instead of directly criticising the policy of the regime, which should have surely

caused suppression by the regime, the leading members ofthe department tried to induce the

regime to revise its policy by implicitly pointing out, through their reports ofthe projects, the

inadequacies of the regime's policy of war. Therefore, the extent to which they would invest

their reports with their critical findings concerning the regime's policy was not a matter of

scientific accuracy but a matter oftactical negotiation with the situation.

   At least fbr some leading members of the Mantetsu Research Departrnent, their research

and reports were part of their political struggle, so that they were able to discuss, in a debate

made in post-war years (IsHIDO 1978; Anonymous 1982; IsHiDO et al. I986; NoNoMuRA

1986), whether their control on their research activities was a tactical failure or a strategic

failure or both ofthem. They might have made a tactical failure, so admitted those members

who lead the Comprehensive Research Projects, because their reports triggered more severe

suppression by the regime than they expected, but the plan of the Comprehensive Projects

was strategically right. The Comprehensive Projects, according to some other members who

kept negative to the projects, but who were suppressed together with the leading members by

the military police, were a strategic failure. The last argument is concerned with what I
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consider the fburth aspect of their sophistication. At the time when the Comprehensive

Projects were planned, the autocratic regime ofJapan had no longer an ability to change their

policy ofwar according to the logic ofreason. In such an extremely difficult situation it was

strategically wrong to expect to attain a change in the policy of the wartime regime by

sending to it a report, implicitly criticising the regime's policy. Actually, they later realised

that the regime had had an accurate recognition of the whole difficulties in China and Japan

as caused by the very policy of the regime itself (IsHiDO et al. 1986). Although the staff

members of the Mantetsu Research Department might have doubly failed in their practices in

relation to the wartime regime, I think that, as intellectuals who lived in the wanime situation

with a critical stance, they endeavoured well in whatever they should and could do in

resisting andlor stmggling against the wartime regime. wnen a political regime carries out a

total war, it will fight against any intellectual enemies as seriously as against its military

enemies. The experience of the Mantetsu Research Department suggests that, to the extent

that the regime is autocratic, those intellectuals and scholars who are critical of the regime's

policy ofwar will have no other choice than to fight a total war with the regime.

   To turn our attention back to anthropology, perhaps the fourth aspect of the sophis-,

tication I found among the Mantetsu researchers might be beyond what could actually be

expected of Japanese anthropologists who lived in the same wartime situation. The method

and theory of anthropology alone could not recognise the wartime situation as compre-

hensively and realistically as the Marxist theories of those years did. But, the experience of

Japanese anthropologists indicates in categorical terms that anthropologists must have a

comprehensive recognition of the whole situation in which their research is located and also

ofthe whole situation in which their academic practices are conducted.

   Even if anthropologists may have insufficient recognition of those situations, they are

equipped with enough methods and theories to find contradictions between the realities of

the people they study and the approaches that the external agents ofpractical domination (or

project) make to the same people. This is a factor comparable with what I considered the first

aspect of the sophistication fbund among the Mantetsu researchers. This factor is located

between the two relationships that anthropologists have with the people they study. When

anthropologists find any serious contradictions between the realities ofthe people whom they

observe through their research and the policies of the external agents that approach the same

people, the contradictions should dictate the kinds of anthropological practice. Those

contradictions should be the initial and minimum moment fbr the recognition and

consideration of ethical issues fbr anthropologists. As for the further steps of practice, the

choice made by the staff members of the Mantetsu Research Department in the wartime

situation of the 1930s and 1940s can be a positive model fbr anthropologists. The choice of

OKA and his contemporary Japanese anthropologists, who appeared to have only taken

advantage of the wartime situation fbr their own interests, without fu11y recognising the

implications oftheir conduct in relation to the wartime situation, should be a negative model.

In order to place one's position among these and other possible models, each anthropologist

should make a decision on his or her attimde to the broader situation, a decision comparable

to that apparent in what I considered the second and third aspects of sophistication fbund in

the Mantetsu Research Department.
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Notes

1）The constituti叩of the Institute of the Pacific was printed on the back cover of each issue of

   距鋤δ（The Paci丘。）， the monthly jo㎜al published by the institute．

2）Anote on the institute that appeared on the J勿αηε3εノ。㍑rηαZ qズ就肋010gアissued in 1944

  a皿ounced that Seiichi NAKANo accompanied AsANo（ノ4脚ηε3θノ。μrηα1（～ズε誘η010g：ソ2（2／3）：66），

  but another article does not mention NAKANo（ル伽zo勉舵η勿δ3（1／2）：40，1945）．

3）It was when they visited Palau．that they met Hisakatsu HIJIKATA， who was later recruited by

監YoNo to work飴r the militaW gove㎜ent in No貢h Bomeo．

4）The first book HIRANo published after he joined the Institute of the Pacific was co－authored by

  KIYoNo（1942）． KIYoNo expressed his support of Japan’s pr（オect of Co－Prosperity Sphere in

  且attering te㎜s similarly as HI趾No did． But， no reader of the book could飴il to且nd that

  apparently KIYoNo was not realistic enough to grasp the wartime situation and what roles

  anthropology could be expected to play in that situation， as HIRANo did．

5）The Japanese Society of Et㎞ology reorganised itself and changed its of且cial name several times

  during and a丘er World War II． See SHI南Izu 1999，

6）NAKAo（1997， also his chapter ih this volume）interprets the institute as an et㎞ological institute．
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